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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIO!~ OF TE&~ USED 
This thesis is proposed as a description of tne effects or a 
sequence of srt act1vit1es on tne stimuistion or imagination in both 
cnilaren ana adults. 
I. Uili; i'rtUBLEM 
Background information. ~very day, studies shed new lignt on the 
seemingly unlimited possibilities or creativity. Art education provides 
one of the rare opportunities an individual may have for a self-
expressive, original, end inventive experience. More end more, various 
art education methode end philosophies are being adopted not only by 
otner areas in education but also by induatry.(l0,50-52) A method of 
releasing creative energy is being eagerly sought by many educators. 
(46,124) 
The writer gave considerabie thought to a method of teaching 
creativity. The meet practical approach in teaching creativity seemed 
to be tnrough the incu•etion end illumination stages of creative 
thinking.~l2,5) Within these stages of creatinty, imagination can be 
isolated, studied, and pernaps deveioped. Imagination, therefore may 
be essential to creativity and if imagination could be developed, it 
would follow that creativity slao would be nurtured. 
2 
The study is based on the folLowing assUMptions: 
1. That one of the prime objectives of Alllericen art educe·cion 
is creative aelf-expreesion.(2(,iL9) 
2. That the creative process through its unifying factors 
demonstretee the possibility of integrating an iudividual'e 
personaiity.(~l22-l25) 
Dewey, who proposed this idee at en early date, 
suggested that aesthetic productivity entaiLed the 
integrated functioning of emotion, imagination, end 
intelligence. (£1., 12}) 
;. That creativity is V4tel to man's progress and survivaL. 
4. That there ie a need for the application of tneory to 
aotuai cLassroom uee. 
5. That art education is of benefit to ail students. 
As Victor Lowenfeld has stated: 
Art education, however, ie for !!! regardless of the 
level of expression. It is not a preparation for a 
vocation, it is a means to promote creativity and thus 
influence life as sucn.{2!,l6) 
FersonaL interest in the study. in the tour years prior to this 
writing, the author has taught art at eaoh levei from kindergarten to 
aduLt education. He has taught art to e iarge variety of onallenging 
types of people. Alllong these are group• of blind, dear, cerebraL 
paLs1ed, emOtionalLy disturbed, mentally retarded or orain damaged, end 
all levels of norma! children from the special ciass to the hign1y g1rted. 
This amounted to nearly one hundred Mkfrerent groupe in eight schools, in 
,, 
two neighboring eastern states. The writer has observed during tnis period 
of teaching that one significant event~ecurred in every single group 
except tba brain damaged, This common link appeared to be a development 
of imsginat1on. It was obvious to tne writer and his colleagues from 
looking at "before" and "after• drawings the~ Whtin lessons were aimed 
specifically at imagination development, tne lat~er drawings appeared ~o 
be lees inhibited and more creative, indicating tba~ some imagiu&t.ion 
deveupmen~ had occurred. 
The possibility and the imp4icationa or teaching imagina~1on 
developmen~ spurred the writer t.o further investigation or this ares with 
the suosequen~ design ot' a sequence of activities for the stimulation of 
imagination. When this sequence of act1v1~1es was 1ntroduced to 
individuals accustomed to the more formal and rigid art approaches, t.ne 
resulving a~~ivudes and p1cv~res of tnese s~udents, in tne wrioe.•s 
opLn1on, once again demona~rated en improvsmen~ in 1magery, 
Statement of tne prooJ.em. 'J.'ne pw· ""'"" uf ~ .. a et.udy u "" 
11eterm1ue wue vuer any &~1111U1at.1on or imagine t.iou .. " <>n11a., "" and adU1 WI 
can reeu.Llt x·row une sa.m.u .. u.at,rat.l.uu w.L a epecl.rl.Ca.J.J.y url.cutea sequence 
<lt· acuv.ties, In addition, as the writer has previously noted, develop-
ment of imagination may very well be among the most realistic avenue for 
teaching creativity. 
The keystone of the philosophy of art eaucation is creativity, 
(41,5) The essence of creative behavior is to achieve something that has 
never happened before, The present method of teaching creativity in art 
is by means of liberally controlled efforts of free and self-expression. 
It ie assumed that imagination and creativity will develop if an 
individual is allowed to express himself freely. Basing a program on such 
ase~ptions constitutes e serious dilemma in American art education. 
The objectives of art education will be ~at ~ore efficiently when students 
participate in a purposeful art progra~. 
Victor D'Amico (1,9) and Vincent Lanier (~119), in separate 
studies, suggest that ~ore is needed in ter~a of creative teaching and 
research than expressive activities or ~anipuletive media, if art 
education objectives are to be fulfilled. 
Few discussions in art education seem to proceed very far without 
being confronted with creativity, iMagination, and perception. What is 
creativity? Whet is i~aginetion? Whet is the de~erketion between 
imagination and perception? What ie the relationship of i~age to 
i~eginetion. Whet, in feet, is the difference between creativity and 
imagination? Are there differences, ar are creativity, i~agination, and 
perception inextricably interwoven or are they ~erely related? We could 
be using different words to describe the same event. 
Obviously, these questions need to be resolved if understanding 
is to ensue. Various concepts in imagination, perception, and 
creativity will be exa~ined forthwith, and the writer will present his 
definitions of terms for the purposes of this study. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TE&~ USED 
The dieagree~ent which exists regarding i~agination will beco~e 
evident in the following definitions of creativity, perception, image end 
iMagination. 
Definition of Creativity. In defining the creative process, e 
process in which imagination will be seen as a vital ingredient, we 
shell begin with the four stages in creative thinking: (12,5) (1) 
preparation, (2) incubation, (~) illumination , and (4) evaluation. 
5 
The second and third stages are the moat pertinent in the analysis of 
imagination. For it ie somewhere in this part of the creative process 
that imagination manifests itself. 
In the incubation stage "••• the individual searches in the 
back of the mind for new solutions to a persistent, difficult problem." 
The illumination stage is the "aha!" aspect of the creative process. 
An ida or plan is organized or a possible answer is suddenly revealed 
to the individual.(22,48) 
Sir Herbert Reed's originating precess is autonomous, composed 
of memory images end associations, or pest experiences, which ere 
feeling toned, end the •collective unconscious,• en inherited 1forming 
power which the individual shares with the rest of humanity.• These 
energies are released epontanecualy,(~24) 
According to Carl Rogers, the creative process is defined as: 
"the emergence in action of a novel relational product growing 
out of the uniqueness of the individual on the one hand, end the 
materiels, events, people, end circumstances of his life on the 
other.• (64,45) 
Thus the creative process is evolved out of the unconscious. 
(~61.) It is an active process that spontaneously releases something 
novel as a related product by means of an individual's peat experiences, 
associations, or memory images. At one point during this process the 
individual realizes a possible solution and organizes his efforts in 
that direction, Creativity, therefore, is dependent upon one's ex-
periences and associations. 
Creativity does not rely on inspiration alone without thought 
(l[,90) or it assumes the form of deviant behavior which will be dis-
cussed later. A leading psychologist (14,110-114) states that in 
6 
creative thought the form of mental process involved in creating is 
everywhere the same; it is always the transplanting of an old relation 
and in consequence the generating of a new correlate. 
The concept of creative self-expression was developed by Franz 
Cizek, end others in Vienna in the 1920's and by Hughes Mearns and 
others in America during the same period. According to Lanier, creative 
self-expression is original and individual. (~,119-120) 
Creative ability has been variously defined by art-oriented 
people. Sometimes it was called imaginative ability, but in all cases 
signifying the quality which makes a child's work different from the 
average of the group. (~,17-22) 
In the 19)5 Secondary Schools Art Guide of the Springfield 
Messachusetta Public Schools under a section labelled "The Nature of 
Creativity", the creative approach in art education is spoken of in the 
following manner: 
••• it fosters the growth of the individual's ability to achieve in a 
creative way through exploration in varied media, and the manipulaoion 
of these media in new end challenging approeches.(~7). 
An article called, "Toward• Better Teaching", defines creativity 
as that whicho 
impiies a fresh response, unique to the creator; it is characterized 
by personal initiative and conscious effort; it involves thinking and 
doing according to self-applied teste and is finally judged as en 
acourate expression by the initiator.(~l21) 
7 
Edwin Ziegfield (62,~0) pointe out that creativity is the giving of 
visual form to an idea in materials. The process involves an orgsniza-
tion end a re-organization of ideas, evaluation, the trensformetion of 
materials in Keeping with one's ideas, flexibility or adjustment or 
goals, aisoovery of new relationships, discipline end hard work. Unique-
ness may oe found in the vseic idea, the use of meter4al, and the innova-
tion of form. 
E. Paul Torrance indicates that the first step in creativity is 
the • ••• uninhibited exploration and production of idees or images.• 
(2_, 52) The next st.ep is tne aDU4 ty to se.uct and refine these ideas. 
Harold H. Anderson \!,10-11) discloses a distinction between 
crea,ivity as product and creativity aa process since the product is 
observable end the process is usually uncommunicated. 
An additional ana directly related concept of creativity is known 
as creative imagination. In a study called "The Determination ana De-
scription of Various Creative Attri•utes or Chilaren", Clarence E. 
Kincaid describes creative imagina•1on in the following manner• 
Creative imagination is interpreted in this study as tne aDili'Y to 
project uncommon forma, symbols, color arrangements, and interpreta-
tions, as seen in the drawings of children end sdulte. This term 
reran primarily to imaginative abiJ.ity per se and is not to be 
confused with sKill, neatness, drawing ability, or beeuty.(22,47) 
Yet, Kincaid aL~~ suggests that in child art the term creative 
imagination more accurately daacrioee crea•4vity. In the light of this 
apparent ~vers4gnt, lobe meaning of the term creative imaginaviou rem .. ins 
ao:uew~>at confus1ng unLe.B creb104Vity .. na imligin&.tiun are considered to 
oe T.he sa me • 
=-.. -----
In 11 etud.y c"ued, "Crelltive Imeg1nel.1on inC.li.I.J.d.reu enc Ad.u!l.s, ·· 
creal.i ve 1U&agin" oiun l.B d.eriued. as: 
, •• trle abiJ.ity to env1.aage comoinations and. recomoinet.ivus ot· 
experiwenl.eJ. UIBI.eri&J. into origins .I. or um.que organLze oioHa, It 
exl.st.s in many forws, bnd. P<>SSl.oJ.y l.O some aegree in every cou-
s ..ruction. ~22_,oo-J.v:.!J 
I'tt 1.8 oeoom ... ng c.L.ear t.h.a'tt wtu . .a.u v~ar1oue .&.Cletae taud. nta~es art: 
thos~ .. utnure oeaicsJ.J.y mean 1.8 t.ne• creel.l.Vl.ty 1.s eseentl.eJ.ly in-
nova1..ing. The prvcess o! l.nuvva1..1.ng .1.8 e me.al.aJ.. uue and. tne 
innovated prod.uct is ooservab!e, But, we ueed Umil.ll anu we ueed 
controls ror t.ne " ... word. creation implies no !:i.m1o;.s, ·~':'2. J.0-.1.7) 
Ou.e can create cnaos, DU\. cne.os 1.s no"' ar"t, &hd. -.. ... r cuncern i.B with 
tnat. wnicn can be classified ea er•. 
Lowenfe !d, in a stud.y titled. "'l'he Meaning ot· Creeti vi ty for Art 
Education", reveaJ.s t.hat:•creativity expresses it.self in t.ne desire t.o 
discover, invent, and explore."\~,!;) Henry Scnaef'f'er-Simmern 
\~,12,7,) designates creativity ea a mental process whicn transforms 
v1.sua1 experience int.o ert.1.et1c form. Oraativit.y 1s an outgrowth of 
en ability to epontaneouaJ.y organize experience visually end 
ae st.ne•1oe lly, 
La111bert Brittain(~,:)() anll J, P, GuiL:t'ord. {,!g,~) use t.he 
following words quite frequently in referring t.o creet.ivl.ty; \1) novel, 
{2) original, {~) spontaneous, {4) fJ.exibility, and \5) association. 
Brittain {:±, J..l) :t'urtner states t.nat the word creativity refers to 
behavior, A creative person wou~d oehave by: {i) inven•ing, t2) 
planning, \:5) compoai,,g, and {4) constructing. 
'I 
Ernest Ziegteld calls creativity:• ••• en act of discovery, a method 
by which ••• one seeke out and clarifies new meani"gs and new relationships 
in the world of ••• one's experience. "(o;>, 24) M#D has a strong unconscious 
desire for novelty. ~ovel and original in creativity are now seen as the 
same and can be used interchangeably. 
Read defines or<ginality as: 
••• a phenomenon which did not exist Defore a specific moment of 
time, end which is st that moment brought into existence, 
"developed • in the mina as image or event.(2l:!_, 9) 
Read supplles this formula for the process ol· originalLty 
which is remindful of' the procese of creativity. 
The unknown ----+ artiste' intU1tion ~ 
communication by the symbols he invents : originality. 
Test responses by artiste to creativity indicate tne attributes 
of: (1) individuality, (2) involvment, and (;>) fieX1bility.(44,L~/) 
Brittain (2,60-6l)adds to tne list: (l) a liking for variety, (2) str1ves 
to change the status quo, C>) enjoys remsltin,J; nu eow1ronmen .. , (4) 
functions best wnen unrestricted, (5) not ruled by tradition, (6) does 
not like authoritative action, and (7) enjoys the spontaneous and un-
usual. Jerome Hausman, in describing creativity, uses tne words 
•emergence of something original or unique." lt is s continU1ng process 
of "reorganizatiou" and •rejection or the irrelevant." (!_,10.15) 
Melvin Tumin 1 a (22,;>1) creativity is composed of: (1) novelty, 
(2) adventure, (5) individuality, (4) immersion, and (5) invoLvement. 
finally, Laura Zirbes, (~;8) presents this list or words wnich 
connote creativity: (l) spontaneity, (2) individuality, (5) exploring, 
\4) freedom to communicate, (5) freedom to oe spontaneous, (6) 
freedom to initiate, (7) involvement, end (8) choice. 
lO 
Throughout tne cited literature one can easily detect common 
thoughts. Creativity is described as unique, noveL, inQividual, 
original, and different. These words actually mean the same thing; 
tnat ia, the emergence or an idea in tangible form characterized oy 
new reLationships organized from the world of one's ex~erience. Uther 
references perticularlze creativity as invention, discovery, explora-
tion and innovation. For purposes of this study, innovat4on best de-
scribes crea•ivity. Innovation implies inven•ion, discovery, explora-
tion and, in addition, the process of manipulating the status quo into 
an original form is explicit. 
The preceding revuw of literature nas auo snown a c1u•1nction 
between creativity ae process enc1 creativity ae product: the product 
being a vieual, or tang4oLe representation of an idee, and the 
process being the concerted act of creating. In order for creativity 
to emerge, imsgi.nat4on must be stillll.ilated. Tue imagi.nlnion is employed 
in tne process and is exhibited in the proc1uct. It is in tne proc1uct 
only tnat the words imaginative and creative oan be usec1 interchange-
ably since they are bo•n visual repreeantat40ns or tne same 1c1ea. The 
association of spontaneity to creativity appears to be critical. 
Spontane1•y, auo referrec1 t.o &a inapira•1on, is an iutuitive emer-
gence or bringing into existence free from constrain•. Consequently 
the essence of creativity is freedom. Without this atmospnere of 
unrestrainec1 cno4ce, the discrimination and possibiiioy which are eo 
necessary to creativity become innioitea end thus the degree of 
creativity is lese tnan wnat it could have been. 
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But freedow cannot remaiu sufn.cicnoly free withou"L discipline, 
without limit. Chaos would resul"L. There wouie1 be no communication in 
such a state ot confusion. There wouJ.d be no art. Creativity nee de an 
atmosphere or comple"Le freedom providing that communication and art pre-
veil. A delicate degree 01· discipline or control in an atmosphere or 
unlimited possibilities is the key that can unJ.ocK tne door to creative 
evolution. 
In conclusion, an operational definition for creativity is as 
fOliOWB: 
Creativity is the conscious set of organizing one's conceptuai"ze-
tions. It is cnarecterizad by en uninhibited production or ideas or 
im~ges, the selection and rarinement of these tnougnts resulting in the 
spontaneous emergence of en idee or a visual torm tnet did no"L pre-exist 
in tne mind of the initiator. 
Definition o:r Perception._ Perception plays an important role in 
the process or imagining. Since experience, or e.ssocl.etiol1B end dis-
crimination, is so necessary to the process or creativity, perception 
constitutes the property of awareness. 
Taber's Qyclopedic Medicei Dictionary defines perception as a 
•process of being aware of objects" end a "process or receiving seosory 
impressions. "(2£, P~4) 
One psychologist agrees with tne preceaing detini t.ion bu"L uses 
:l 
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different terms. His perception ia au • ••• ewerenese of ObJects, que~-
ities, or events atimulating the sense orgcna,"(4o,6~) 
Another psychologist further reinforces the previous definition 
but edds the idea or interpreting the aeneetion,(2I,4~i) Perception, 
according to Karl Menninger, ia "the process of receiving stimuli and 
identifying or recogn1zing them •••• "(2[,16~) 
Finally, according to Gyorgy Kapaa (gQ,l/0) one perceives by means 
of tne fo~iowing: 
1. The physical nature of the retina upon which the object is 
projected, 
2. The sense of movamen• of the body; i.e., muscular movements 
which correspond directly to one's immed1ate environmen". 
~. Memory association of past experience-- visuei end non-
visual or mental. 
Obviously, perception is a process of being aware of anything end 
of interpreting or recogn1zing tne stimu11. In order for one to be aware 
or to perceive one must: ( l) have experiences, {2) be a ole to recaH •hese 
experiences by mesne of lllBmory, and (~) be able to discriminate between 
idees and be able to form connections between these ideas, wn1cn are ~nown 
as associations, (2[,~~1-41~) Tnus the process or perce~tion is one which 
requires the use of the senses, experiences, end ideas, Perception can be 
influenced by pre judices or bali eta, purposes and judgments, (_2!, 0/) 
Perceiving a vieuai image implies that tne beholder is participating in a 
process of organiza•ion, When sucn an image is experienced the resuiL is 
en 1ntegreted creative act.(2u,i/J 
An operat1onaL deflni~1on of perception for purposes of tnls s~udy 
fO.I.iOWS: 
.l:'erception 1e a process of awere"ess of oojecte, queuties, or 
1~ 
events, commencing when the sense organs are stimulated. The brain 
receives these sensory impressions and interprets and identifies them. 
This recognition depends on experience, memory, association, and dis-
crimination. Perception is inf'benced by prejudice or belief, set or 
expectation, and the physical or physiological nature of the body. To 
perceive one does not need to form an image. 
Definition of Image. Images can be classified in two 
categories: (l) visual and (2) mental. A visual image ie what one sees 
focused on the retina.(~458) Our concern is not with visual but with 
mental images or those images thet are apparently not physical. 
Mental images can be further broken down into normal and 
illusory or deviant images. Normal images include: (l) after-image, 
(2) eidetic image, end (~)sign. Among the disordered images ere: 
\1) il!ueiona, (2) hallucinations, end (~) delusions. An after-image 
is • ••• the continuation of the conscious process after the stimulus 
has been removed."(27.,4~0) The eidetic image is probably the most 
vivid normal image. It is an extremely accurate or near perfect re-
call of visual stimuli. So vivid is this image that it appears 
almost as a visual, mental projection in which the person observing 
thie image can move his focus to various perts of the image and can 
manipulate the objects contained therein.(40,140) 
Signa play a role in imagery. A sign is • ••• an image that can 
be separated from immediate perception and stored in the memory.• 
(~,20-21) This e~phasiaee the two distinctions of images, the memory 
image and the imagined or fabricated image. 
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Deviant images are probably the most fantastic end imaginative 
of images, but unfortunately they are the least controllable. When 
one th&nke that he hears noises when, in fact, no such noise exists, 
or when one sees something other tr.an that which is before his eyes, 
that person is having an illusion. He is experiencing en erroneous 
percaption.(2[,46o) 
An hallucination is caused by one's mistaking a perception 
for an image.(2[,458) Note the distinction between illusion and 
hallucination, an illusion being an erroneous perception or image 
end an hallucination being the mistaking and believing that a per-
ception is en image or an observable reality. A delusion is the 
false belief that hallucinations are real and are used as a guide 
for behavior, 
However, our concern is not with these deviant images but 
with the normal mental image as it relates directly to imagination. 
Clarence Taber defines image as •a mental picture withe like-
ness of en oblective res!i ty. "(~ l!;>) Many images are either lost or 
distorted with the peeaing of time. Images are also not essential to 
thought. Visual end auditory images occur most frequently although 
some individuals can imagine odor end taste, Clifford Morgen's in-
terpretation of image is that is • ••• ie some process in the brain 
that represents peat sensory experience. 11 ( 4o, 1'7) Kepes (20,194) adds 
that images stem fron the unconscious and ere dictated by one's 
emotional necessities. Thus, one sees whet one wants to see, 
In spite of Jean Paul Sertre's denial of the existence of the 
unconscious, his concept of the conscious image is that it is the 
animating of e certain materiel which represents an object that is 
absent or non-existent. This material was never a perfect represents-
tion of the object. 
A certain Knowledge came along to interpret it and to fil1 in the 
gaps ••• The essential characteristics of the mental image ••• 
is a certain way en object has of being absent within its very 
presence.(~,71-72,104) 
In other words, the infallible image presents itself to e person as an 
:: 
image although the actual object is absent. In e perception, which can 
be deceiving, the parts of an object not present would be grasped. 
Consequently, an operational definition of image for purpoeee of this 
study follows: 
An image ie a reborn sensation derived from a mental process 
which represents past sensory experience. A mental picture thus 
appears spontaneously with either a raelistic liKeness of the object 
which is absent, or with m~ssing parts invented and filled in. This 
image is altered by emotion, time, and experience. 
In the process of arriving at an operational definition of 
imagination, the reader is advised to notice the similarity of the 
definitions to follow with those definitions cited in the section con-
earned with creativity. Although the purpose here is not to analyze 
this similarity it nevertheless exists end must be confronted. 
Definition of Imagination. The Encyclopedia of Psychology 
describes imagination es the forming of new combinations or patterns 
cut of past experiences, resulting in en original prcduct.(l4,!!0-l!4) 
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Joseph Tiflin defines t.agination •• •,,, the recalling and re-
combining of experienoe,"(2I,46l) In effect, imagination is apoken of 
as new combinations of past experience, terms, equa!ly descriptive of 
creativity. Hausman's ides of imagination is even more vague and does 
little to communicate the nature of imagination, "Invention and 
imagination involve the transcending and recomposing of 1eystems 1 for 
dealing with experience."(!2,5l) 
According to Taber imagination is "the calling up of events or 
mental pictures.•(~,I5) 
Writing in the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Martin Kaman 
and Beka Doherty contend that inspiration results from a thought, or 
sense impression, It is the ett.ulua for a series of conscious events 
which leads to creation,lfL,90) Here we find an indication of a 
distinction between crea•ivity and imagination. Imagination is seen 
within the framework of the creative process. Gone are the imp!ice-
tiona that both creativity and imagination are simply the emergence 
of en original reLated product, If one substitutes insight or 
spontaneity for inspiration, image for thought, and perception for 
sense impression the difference becomes cLearer. 
Such an inclusive definition is proposed by Kirkpatrick, who 
observes that imagins•ion is: 
••• a mental process in which images of things, persons, and events 
take tne pLace of the sensations that may be or have been produced 
by them. It ia aLso a mode of thinking in which images ot experi-
ences rather than aymboia standing for those experiences are the 
materiels with which the mina works,(~!') 
Although it will be seen in Chapter II that there are various 
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forme of imagination, in thu etue1y imagins"t.ion shall refer to any 
form or expression, v~suaL or ideational, that is purposefully 
creative for a perticu!ar individua!, 
Curiously, many peopLe tend to explain oreativi"t.y and imagine-
tion in the same general terms, as has been shown, when actually 
there exists a criticaL difference between the two processes, One 
assumption that can be drawn from this oversight is that tne 
distinction between the conscious and unconscious aspects and the 
vital importance of the unconscious have no"t. been ful~y considered, 
Both creativity end imagination invoLve the unique manipuLa-
tion of experiences and associations, The difference is that during 
the conscious creative process this stream of consciousness sub-
merges into the unconscious, meohenicalLy referred to es the stage 
of incubation, Here the mind sifts through possible solutions of 
the problem, At an undetermined moment the so!ution, in the form 
of a newly combined association or ides, flashes before the mind's 
eye, This image or idee then proceeds consciously or aubconacious!y 
through the other stages of creative thought until i"t. finaLLy 
emerges visuaLly or ideationalLy in the form of a purposive innova-
tion, Imegining, or the stege of il!uminstion, can often be 
observed in s person shortly after it accura in tne usual behavior 
associated with insight or inspiration, 
For purposee of this study an operational defini"t.ion of 
imagination follows: 
:t 
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Imagination is oharacterized oy the unconscious unhibited forma-
tion of ~deas or images taken from past experience by means of memory, 
association and perception, and the manipuLation of these images or 
ideas, with the invention of or filling in of any missing parte, 
spontaneously emerging as a personal constructive innovation or creation. 
Earlier in this section several questions were raised concerning 
various relationships, The nature of creativity, image, perception, end 
imagination have already been discussed. The relationships and differ-
ences between these elements are implied in the operational definitions, 
However, the writer would like to add some personal thoughts. 
As to the question of the relationship of image to imagination, 
the investigator is as yet not convinced that an image is absolutely 
necessary in imagination. Is it not conceivable that en idea, thought, 
or percept, without image, can pass through the same process of imagina-
tion as does an image? Moreover, two points need further clarification. 
One is the essential difference between imagination and perception and 
the other is the significant difference between image and percept. 
Actually, it is often easier to define the difference between 
imagination end perception than to distinguish between the two in reel 
life. This difference is caused by en external stimulus which either 
corresponds to a conscious idee or does not correspond specifically. 
When an external sensory stimulus corresponds directly to coneciouaneas 
perception occurs. On the ether hand, when our conscious ideas do net 
correspond specifically to any external stimulus imagination occurs, 
This leads to the fundamental differences between i~eges and 
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percepts. The line between image end percept ie truly e fine one. In 
answer to the question, "Which is more exact, en image or e percept1" 
the reply must be e percept. Usually the perceived object will be more 
reelietic end contain more detail then the imagined one, The perceived 
object remains long enough for one to examine end study it whereas images 
ere too unsteady and fleeting to be analyzed for information. Perceptions 
can be made to disappear by blocking the functioning of the senses, For 
example, the closing of the eyes or the blocking of the ears can cause 
perceptions to disappear while images would be made more vivid by doing 
this, One usually perceives reality while one's images frequently do not 
fit in with the general understanding of reelity,(27_,457) 
Profeesional Importance of the Study, The need for the development 
of imagination has been expressed by many authors in various fields, 
Edwin Kirkpatrick, in his book Imagination ~ ~ Place ~ Education, 
cites the leek of imagination training in education end its vital function 
in life. 
There hes been much lees said in educational circles about the train-
ing of the imagination then about training the memory or the reasoning, 
In truth there probably is more reason for discussing the training of 
the imagination then of any other power, for it is the one moat used in 
every-dey form for work during the period of common school education 
end one of the most useful ell through life.(271 157) 
The dominant aim of ell art instruction is to teach the process of 
creative imeginetion,(41,5) Not only is the need for imagination develop-
ment exacted by many sources, but also the likelihood of realizing this 
plea by being able to teach its various elements is also suggested, 
Guilford, writing in Aspects £!Creativity, raises the question: 
" 
\! 
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Can habits of incubation end its effective utilization be learned end 
can these habits be teughtT(~8) Writing later in The Psychology of 
Creativity, be partially resolves this problem, stating that one must 
cultivate the process of incubation to learn to be creative.(]2,4) 
The psychologist, Morgan, further adds to the possibility of develop-
ing imagination with the idee that one can learn to produce insights. 
(~15~) 
The influence of Herbert Read's theory of aesthetic education 
which is primarily the cultivation of imagination and perception con-
tributed directly to the motivation behind this inquiry. A second 
influence grew out of the author's art program for ell age levels and 
the complete freedom in which to develop such a program. Other con-
tributing determinants ware a desire to apply theory to the classroom 
situation and the ultimate intention to attempt to verify these 
propositions • 
Furthermore, it is the writer's opinion that most beginning art 
teachers are poorly equipped with justifiable art education methode 
end knowledge to use the relatively short time they ere with the child 
to the beet advantage. 
As today'e investigators probe deeper into the nature of 
creativity, moat of their research seems to be directed towards 
behavior. This study is an attempt to apply these theoretical find-
ings to a method of teaching in which general creativity is nurtured 
through the stimulation of the imagination. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
This chapter will be devoted to a review of literature related 
to concepts of imagination. Various concepts of imagination will be 
examined from the fields of art education, psychology, literature, and 
entertainment, Studies in the development of imagination will be 
analyzed in section two, 
I. CONCEPTS OF IMAGINA1'ION 
The concepts to be examined represent random surveys of specific 
fields. There ia no need to demonstrate a representative theory of 
imagination from each of the fields because such a phenomenon does not 
appear to exiet, In fact, there seems to oe only one concept of 
imagination, and that ia psychologically oriented. The differences 
grow from the varied beliefs in particular schools of psychology, 
whether they be Gestalt, Freudian, or Jumgian, Nevertheless, in spite 
of the current popularity of Freudian psychology and the relative 
obscurity of Jungian adherents, the investigator will embrace the 
psychology of the unconscious as proposed by Carl Jung, One reason 
for this is because much of the experimental and theoretical material 
of this thesis is adapted from Jung, Another reason is that, in 
relation to Jung, Freudian psychology is too consoiousneaa-oriented 
end as such it is too difficult to manipulate the psyche, where 
" 
imagination is evolved, The compartmentalization of these various 
disciplines, therefore, is merely one of organization, 
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As to the present statue of inquiry into imagination, studies, 
especially in art education, are rare. This may be due in part to the 
sensationalism connectsd with research into creative behavior, The 
investigation now in progress is proposed as a first step for involve-
ment in this inadequate area of inquiry, 
Art education, Even the most eminent authorities inert education 
seem to quickly dispose of imagination with as little explanation as 
possible. Herbert Reed goes into some appreciable detail; but he could 
be identified with any of the other fields es well es art education, 
Imagination bee been described in en exceptionally wide variety 
of ways, often contradictorily, At times it bas been referred to es 
mysterious, Some hold that its existence is only to be recognized when 
it manifests itself end there is no attempt made to explain it. Imagina-
tion bas even been attributed to the divine in man; therefore, beyond 
human comprehension. Many think of it as a synthesis of sense data 
coordinated through the complex machine of the brain, Usually it is 
thought of as an intrinsic quality in man that permits him to sense his 
environment, interpret it, end tbue creatively change and continue it. 
But imagination is most frequently identified with the aesthetic, fantasy, 
creativity, originality, intuition, inventiveness, fancy, end vision. 
{18,5-6) 
Generally speaking, imagination is considered to be the ability 
to create by using images in original combinations, But this is in 
" 
reality an explanation of creativity, not imagination. Both Manuel 
Barkan and Ralph Wickiser, in basic art education texts, define imagina-
tion in the preceding manner. One important idea that the former 
author supports is that people interpret their own meaning into 
stimuli.(2,124) 
l~ickiser, on the other hand, states that one indulges in fancy 
to make an artistic experience complete by filling in the missing de-
tails. Visually this can be observed in the form of exaggeration, 
dramatization, and/or distortion. (61, 16) 
Even in the classic Creative end Mentel Growth, the treatment 
of the imagination ie altogether too limited. Lowenfeld does, however, 
diseuse several notable points. Although his concept of imagination ie 
basically similar to the usual definition, he gpes on to relate the 
visual-haptic theory to imaginative experiences. Thus, such en ex-
perience can be either objective or subjective. And at adolescence, 
one's imagination tends to change from unconscious to a critical aware-
ness or from a relatively uncontrolled to a controlled imagination. 
(~,545,257) Obviously, the more objectively or the more consciously 
one behaves the less the degree of imagination one is likely to be able 
to employ. Therefore, a closer examination of the bearing of' the un-
oonecious in imagination will be the next consideration. 
The major exponent of the role of' the unconscious in imagination 
ia Herbert Read. For Read, imagination is the capacity to relate end 
combine images either during the process of' tPinking or feeling result-
ing from a sense atimulation.(48,59-4c) It is an inventive and com-
parative mental process. The mental activity takes place below the 
·= 
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level of consciousness, or in the unconscious, where the imagination 
acts es a unifying and integrating agent harmonizing the individual 
with hie Self, One imagines by the uae of images. One thinks by 
the use of eigne, In fact, except for abstract thought which is 
concerned with the relations of universals, the higher the degree of 
originality or inventiveness, the more will thought resort to 
imsgery.(48,54) 
This imagination concept is adopted from Jung's theory of the 
unconscious which is composed of e personal and a collective uncon-
scious • The personal unconscious is a superficial layer and con-
tains things we don't like or need to remember or memories which 
disturb us. The collective unconscious is a deeper, inborn element 
which is indigenous to all mankind. It is not derived from personal 
experience or achievement but consists of images impressed in man's 
mind from the earliest of times. Consciously, this takes the form 
of tribal lore, myth, fable, fairy tale, and is called an archetypal 
form. It should be understood that an archetype consists of an in-
herited predisposition to action and is not an inherited idea or 
image, Hence, primordial images or archetypal patterns ere found 
in any form of imaginative expression. In essence, psychic equili-
brium can become possible when the unconscious is integrated, which 
it is in all forms of imaginative activity,(48,170-l95) 
Psychology. Although some of the psychological foundations of 
imagination have already been discussed in Chapter I under the head-
in6 •Definition of Imagi~ation,• there are areas that need expansion. 
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One psychologist claims that infante cannot imagine, Since 
imagination ie an outgrowth of experience, maturity is a decisive 
element, He diatin~uishee between the creative and the non-creative 
imagination. The latter is called the reproductive imagination, in 
which very few alterations are made during one's recalling of experi-
ences. Creative imagination occurs when one innovates past experience 
by inventing or filling in any of the missing or vague associations. 
(2I,461-462) 
Another author adds that a child begins to use creative imagina-
tion at age three in the form of free play and introduces a third 
category called constructive imagination, Both creative and construc-
tive imagination require the same ability to select and re-arrange 
images, The prime difference is that in the latter state these innova-
tions result from given directions while the former includes the 
faculty of self-determination toward a specific goal, This can easily 
be seen in the following example: In describing personal experiences 
one would employ reproductive imagination; the person listening to the 
deacription would use constructive imagination in the understanding end 
appreciating of this given account; end if one were to invent his own 
description or story he would be exercising creative imagine <-ion, 
(~,9-10) A teat in constructive imagination would be to ime6ine a 
long word, Once seen in the mind's eye the problem is to try to name 
the letters backward, correctly end as rapidly as possible.(~20) 
From a more recent atudy the same three forms of imagination 
are related; only the names are slightly different, Creative imagine-
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tion is called speculative i111egery. Reproductive il!leginat.ion is 
referred to by the sa111e na111e but constructive i111agination now beco111es 
structural visualization. The connotations of the first two for111e 
ral!lein the se111e. However, in structural visualization, instead of an 
innovation according to prescription, we now have a l!lathel!leticel or 
geo111etricel classification which is explained as the transfer of e 
flat plan toe three-dil!len&ional solid for111.(~,112-ll5) 
People tend to thin~ they see a 111ore vivid i111age then they 
actually see. Although visual i111ages ere the l!loat usual, so111e 
people i111egine the words end &YIIIbols that stand for thalli, instead of 
i111agining things. There is s possibility that perception and l!lel!lory 
are sharpened with en increase in the power to illlf!ge vividly.(~,48) 
One usually for111s the ea111e i111age ell the ti111e to e particular 
sti1111.1lue. Man ie also inclined to i111agine that which is agreeable. 
(~55. 52) 
Even though there is en intent end en effort in using il!legina-
tion to create, there llll.l&t be a li111it, e definite direction and en 
active effort 111ade toward a specific goal, otherwise there will be 
disorder and lee~ of creative illlegination.(~,ll7) 
The reported evidence indicates that the i111eginetion needs 
reasoning for worthwhile creativity. Any unconscious effort llll.lBt 
be preceded and then followed by conscious wor~.(~,l58) Yet how 
about the lese defined aspects of the il!leginetion, areas that ere 
often attributed to lac~ or chance? Inspiration is one such 
peculiarity. One cannot deny ita frequency of occurrence as a 
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result of an accidental sti~ulus or the inspiration that suddenly 
strikes even while strenuously striving in an entirely different 
direction,(~1 20') Although there ~st be so~e degree of accident or 
chance here, one can't overlook the possibility that the proble~ could 
also have been solved because of one's unconscious predisposition to 
find a solution. There are ~any reports of the functioning of the 
i~sgination durin~ sleep in which the solution to a proble~ is revealed, 
This typs of insight is explained in ter~a of an: 
,,,extra conscious selective operation which selects associative 
oon'1ections of a kind \'J~ic!'1 to the conscious U~ind £. iJJe&r cs 
I?O::tene~us j;zc"'s.(22+,>)4) 
Inspiration, therefore, would not appear to be eo ~yeterious or eo 
eccidente l. 
Literature. Much bas been written in literature concerning the 
i~aginstion, particularly in relation to i~ages or i~sgery, Prior to 
the current renaissance in the educational implications of revealin_; 
creativity through art experiences, poetry bad been thought of as one 
of the infrequent occasions when an individual could exercise hie 
Many literary giante even disapproved of imagination. They 
favored a syste~ of logic which in their opinion wae obviously more 
sensible. Lord Bacon considered imagination • ••• the chief stumbling 
block in the way of reason,,,• The writer Stuart Ohase comaemned 
imagination • ••• as the source of all nonsense and bizarre, erroneous 
beliefs."(26,6) Tho~ss Hobbes viewed i~egination as a "decaying sense", 
which can give rise only to the fictitious, the falsifying shadow of 
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essences. n (_!b 504) 
Susanne Langer replied to these outspoken opinions with the state-
ment that imagination: 
••• is also the source of all insight and true beliefs. Imagination 
is probably the oldest mantel treit that is typically human--older 
then discursive reason; it is probably the common source of dream, 
reason, religion, and all true general obesrvation.(26,6) 
Joseph Addison refers to imagination and fancy interchangeably as: 
those pleasures "which flow from the Ideas of visible Objects, 
when the Objects are not actually before the Eye, but are called up 
in our Memories, or formed into agreeable Visions of Things that ere 
either Absent or Fictitious."(.!,l.50;-504) 
Except for Addison's use of fancy, this concept of imagination is similar 
to the definition proposed in this thesis, yet Addison wee writing in the 
Eighteenth Century. 
ltlilliarn Blake wri tea peculiarly of imagination as • ' ••• the real 
and external Wo;ld of which this Vegetable Universe is but a feint 
shadow. 1 • (Q, 504) 
Another writer who astonishingly anticipated current thinking 
during the Eighteenth Century was Alexander Gerard who writes of imagine-
tion as follows in his Essay on Genius: 
"Though genius be properly a comprehensive, re~lar, and active 
imagination, yet it can never attain perfection, or exert itself 
successfully on any subject, except it be united with a sound and 
piercing judgment. The vigour of imagination carries it forward to 
invention; but understanding must always conduct it and regulate 
its motions ••• A fine imagination left to itself, will break into 
bold sallies end wild extravegence, end overleap the bounds of tru·th 
or probability; but when it is put under the menege~ent of sound 
judgment, it leeds to solid and useful invention, without having 
its natural sprightliness in the least impeired."(ll,506-507) 
Gerard speaks of i~aginetion as a stroke of genius but emphasizes 
that organization and reason are necessary for a purposive imagination. 
----~.-
Pure fancy would be too erratic. A controlled imaginetion leads to 
creativity and would not become "in the least impaired" by any re-
straint. 
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One of the earliest to recognize the role of the unconscious in 
the creative process was Tho!Das Carlyle, who in 18;>1 wrote:" 1 The 
artificial is the conscious mechanical; the natural is the unconscious, 
dynamical. Unconsciouenees is the sign of creation; consciousness at 
best that of manufacture. 10 (20,194) 
A good deal of what is commonly interpreted today as i!Dagination 
is similar to the above concepts which preceded contemporary theories 
by several hundred years. Although literature has revealed a large 
share of theoretical possibilities concerning imagination it was not 
until recently that some of these propositions were re-proposed by 
psychologi~ and art educators. 
Of late, a literary figure proposed another related area for 
exploration: "'Imagination grows by exercise' said w. Somerset Maugham', 
and contrary to popular belief, is more powerful in the mature, than in 
the young. 1 11 (!!.2., 60) 
Entertainment. Although ilDagination is no;; usually referred to 
eo philosophically in the entertainment world, one such entertainer is 
outstanding in his work with children as it relates to imaginacion. 
This personality, who probably has more experience with children than 
Jean Piaget, is Hollywood's Art Linkletter. The succeeding accounts 
result from numerous interviews of children and show an extremely 
sensitive insight into imagination. 
~0 
Linkletter reports that children have the ability to dream up 
the wildest of ideas ae feet as he can ask the questions; as he states 
it:•some kids are so imaginative that their mental reflexes act like 
computers."(~,2l2.) He con•inues to say that while most adults 
would have to labor to arrive at a definition of imagination a little 
boy stated it beautifully with a mini=um of effort: 01 Imagin ation is 
running away from yourself in your mind. 8 (29,212.) 
The final quotation discusses aspects of imagination that are 
directly applicable to art education. It has that rare quality of 
feeling end sensitivity so vital to the understanding and stimulation 
of imagination. 
Imagination is the natural gift of poets, writers, artists, 
musicians--end the very young. Little children are blessed with 
minds that can soar up end away on the slightest fancy. As one 
writer said, the gates of Paradise have not yet closed behind 
them. 
After years of interviewing hundreds of children, I know how 
fragile a thing imagination can be. It must be encouraged to 
show itself, to come out in the open, or you will never know 
it's there. But once you win the confidence of a child, he will 
open hie heart and tell you the wonderful magical things inside. 
Imagination lasts no longer than a rainbow in the harsh light 
of reality. Tell a child often sough that he is talking nonsense, 
or ought to know better, end the rainbow wili fade away. I've gone 
the other way with my children, knowing the facta will catch up 
with them soon enough. To me, there's no game so fine in all ohe 
world for children as Let's Pretend.(~212) 
II. STUDIES IN THE DEVELO?ME;,T QF IJ.'.AGIM:'IOX 
Historicel highlights. The earliest reference to imagination 
except for Read's detection of imagination in the Neolithic Period is 
attributed to Aristotle. The stimulation of the ima!inetion in search-
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ing for ideas can be traced to Aristotle 1e laws of assocl~·~ioais,u. rhc 
two laws concern si~ilarity and contrast, What is si~iler or whs• does 
it suggest, and in what way does it dif'fer?(!!2,,241,27l) At a later date, 
Eoincare and other ~athe~aticians reported solutions to problems by in-
sight occurring unexpectedly or when not thinking about the problem at 
hand or even when thinking about another problem,(~l5l) Poincare 
recognized that the i~agination was an unconscious act which depended on 
periods of conscious thought both before and after one's inspiration. 
Superstition had been used in place of imagination for a long 
ti~e and it took a creative scientist like Galilee to explode such a 
fe llacy, (!!2,. 14) 
It was not until the late nineteenth and the beginning of the 
twenthieth century that i~agination beoa~e the subject of scientific 
inquiry. Much of the experi~ental and theoretical studies on the 
develop~ent of creativity and develop~ent of i~aginetive faculties 
undertaken at the beginning of this century and even today stems fro~ 
John Dewey, Gestalt, psychology, perception studies, the philosophy of 
Ernst Cassirer end Susanne Langer, and the dissecting of the i~agination 
by the physiologist G. W. Gerard,(l8,o) 
In art education, the first notable concern with the develop~ent of 
i~agination in the classroom can be ascribed to Cizek's school in Vienna, 
As early as 1905, Professor Cizek wee using free self-expression, self-
discovery and experi~entstion encouraging the children to drawn and peint 
ss they feel.(2~ 1 220,222) 
---=~--eo,_ I? 
The develo~ent of psychologicsl tests have probably been one of 
the ~sjor influences in art education. Much of the ~aterial in psy-
chologists' investigations of the i~aginative process have been adapted 
to art activities for creative purposes. A brief description of these 
projective teste follows: 
By 1900, C. G. Jung had constructed the Word Association Test in 
which the subject repl~es with the first association that co~es to hie 
~ind to e list of words called out by the experi~enter. In 1921 
Her~sn Rorschach produced the Ink Blot Test, According to one's choices in 
s figure or blot, significant aspects of one's personality ere projected, 
Finally, the The~etic Apperception Test, by Morgen end Murrey was ev-
olved in 1935. This is e test in which the subject is asked to make up 
stories about a aeries of pictures. Unwittingly, the subject projects 
his unconscious into his performance, All these tests sti~late one's 
associative processes to react spontaneously end therefore operate at 
the i~asinetive ievel.(2[,190) 
Reports of Imaginings. Throughout the related literature there 
ere always case studies and reports of imaginings, so~e by famous 
people, while others ere cited for their unusual relevancy. Because of 
the length of ao~e of these imaginings end the necessity for direct 
quotation, only a few such examples wiil be set for•h, but ~any ~ore 
equally dra~etic i~aginings have been recorded. 
~eng the artists, the English painter William Hogarth relates 
that he trained hi~aelf to acquire the power of retaining extremely 
precise me~ory i~ages. (~ 4;5 ~ The author can add to this evidence 
::-· 
by stating that he was also able to train himself over a period of several 
years to retain end even to cell up at will very precise memory images. 
Some of these im>ges were so vivid that the mind's eye could be drawn 
over the contour of the particular visualized object in order to observe 
more accurate detail. 
Imagination takes many unusual forme. One type of deviant imagi-
nation is concerned with the person that always seeks but never finds his 
way. No metter how he strives or how imaginative he may be, this type 
alweys ends in failure. But in more cases this creative person finds 
success later in life, in a new field.(;4,124) Such an occurrence is not 
at all curious, It merely emphasizes the necessity for channeling imagi-
nation toward a meaningful goal. 
The next sketch was taken from the autobiography of ~dward Geese. 
He developed his im&gination to the point of magic because his parents 
had strictly forbiQden ell im,ginative life such as the telling of stories. 
Hie only reading was either scientific or religious. his religion was 
rigid anu he had no friends. The account of his childhood intellectual 
activity is described below: 
" ... I formed atr&nge superati tiona, wh.ich I can only render intelligi-
ble by naming some concrete examples, I persut.ded myself that if I 
could only discover the proper words to say or the proper passes to 
make, I could induce the gorgeous birds end butterflies in my Father's 
illustrated manuals to come to life and fly out of the poQk, leaving 
holes behind them. I believed, "hat, when at the Chapel, we sang, 
drearily and slowly, louQ hymns of experience and humiliaoion, I could 
be om forth with a sound equal to that of i.lozena of singers, ii I could 
only hit upon the formula. !Juring morning and evening prt.yers, which 
were extremely lengthy and fatiguing, I fancied that one of my two 
selves could flit up, sr.d sit clinging to the cornice, and lcok down 
on my other celf and the rest of us, if I could only find the ~ey. I 
laboured for hours in e.earch of these formulae, thinking to compass 
lilY ends by mesne absolutely irrational. For example, I was convinced 
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that if I could only count consecutive nu~bers long enough, without 
losing one, I should suddenly, on reaching so~e fer distant figure, 
find myself in possession of the great secret. I feel quite sure 
that nothing external suggested these idees of magic ••• 
All this ferment of mind was entirely unobserved by my parents. 
But when I formed the belief, that it wee necessary for the success 
of my practical magic, that I should hurt myself, end when, as e 
metter of feet, I began, in extreme secrecy, to run pins into my 
flesh end bang my joints with books, no one will be surprised to 
hear that my Mother's attention was drawn to the feet that I wee 
looking delicate. "(.!JI,l}4-l}5) 
What we have here is en indication of e need for expression and 
the possible avenues this drive can take if it is not encouraged or 
allowed to be brought out. Imagination seems to be stimulated under 
such conditione end probably contributes a greet deal to one's later 
superior creative imagination. 
In the last case to be illustrated, the narrator seriously be-
lieved he could influence his father's shot by pointing e cigar in e 
particular direction. 
"I often accompany my father when he goes to the rifle range. While 
my father shoote I sit on e oench. He gives me his cigar to hold. 
I imagine I can influence the accuracy of his shot by the position of 
the cigar. According ae the cigar is almost vert•cal (the lighted 
end downwards), or at en engle o!' 90°, 120°, or 180°, the shot will 
be only fairly good, good, or excellent. The shot never entirely 
misses since my father is a good shot. However, after two or three 
good shots have been fired, I lower the cigar for e while, with the 
feeling that he cannot keep this up."(~,l}7) 
Both the preceding quotations may oe des1res of things outside 
our control. They are, however, evidences of the stimulation of the 
i~egination by eseocietion, and the innovation of ideas. 
A ~ethod of teaching. Art education literature indicates the 
possibility of stimulating imagination and creativity by e method of 
teaching. One author states that a method of teaching which is 
specifically aimed at the promotion of creativity can produce e tangible 
increase in these ettributes.(2£,71-72) 
D 1 ~ico's view is that art objectives are not met unless skilled 
teachers guide children because whet ie usually termed creative education 
is interpreted anywhere from the moat directive, how to do it approach, 
to the most non-directive (do we have to do what we want to do again?) 
epproech.(7,809) For his method he used s general, progressive program 
or sequence of activities which allowed for s variety of choices, or if 
it became necessary, a change in direction.(7,25) 
Another author refers to a creative method of teaching art as a 
serious proble!ll. 
meveloping imagination is the most serious problem in teaching art 
activities. Without a growing i!lleginstion, most art experiences beco!lle 
lllUndane. They become !llsre exercises in "How to do i t 11 , "what to lllBke 11 , 
or "learning about art". They neglect that •spark plug• of the art 
activity-- the creative i!llaginetion, with its hopes, drea!lls, end 
desires.(61,270) 
Kirkpatrick feele that few teachers have been successful in stimu-
lating and directing effectively children's imagination. If s !llethod is 
to be purposeful, it lllUst be directed to an end. Under these circumstances, 
for!llel discipline would have little value in the training of imagination. 
(~,157-16}) The best way to train the i!lleginetion, he continues, is to 
develop the power of •voluntarily lll&king the imagined see!ll reel without in 
any way confusing it with whet has been or is being experienced."(~, l58) 
Even beck in 1957 it was believed that a teaching method for training 
imagination should be eo designed as to encourage a wide variety of ex-
pression.(42,20) 
Kincaid explains that a child's imagination can be increased by 
motivating and encouraging the child to invent or imagine unusual 
forms; for example, strange machines, environments, end animals, 
(22,52) 
A danger in an external method of teaching is that the students 
may be influenced to conform to certain standards of expression. When 
there is no such influence, oe no attempt is made to imitate nature, 
children's art work possesses e definite structural similarity to the 
more developed works of ert.(22,9) 
rtead's method wee to develop eidetic imagery and aesthetic 
feeling in children through artistic activities, He proposed using 
the plastic arts, rhythm, visual, and tactile or any sensory materiel, 
as his method of achieving integration,(48,6o-67) 
When a child reaches beyond the point of exploring art media, 
particularly color end clay, he discovers images in his work. 
Scriboles and puddles of paint suggest various objects to the child. 
It is important to note that a good deal of thie imagery spontaneously 
emerges when he is questioned about hie work. The art work suggests 
things to the child and he even believes in the stories that he invents 
about hie work at the spur of the moment. As he gets older, he learns 
that adults expect imagery and he develops accordingly to satisfy this 
demand. This period of development is exemplified by the child's 
me king little or no distinction between reality and fantasy, (21. 204) 
One authpr, back in 1970, reported that imagination in one form 
or another can always be found as an integral part of a child's mind, 
In order to motivate the child into using imagination in hie art 
work the teacher should be understanding, optimistic, and even at 
times humorous. Explanations should be on a friendly basis and en-
coursgement the keystone, If this natural imagination is channeled 
rigidbJtoward a goal set by the teacher and if the child 1s attempts 
must conform to certain directions, then the child may resort to day-
dreaming and escape from reality. 
The development of imagination is spoken of hare primarily as 
the effect of a method of teaching or presenting the lesson: 
1, •what you teach does not matter so much as how you teach it.d 
2. Be flexible and aware of new ideas. 
5. "Always present a lesson in terms of ite possibilities. 
Never in terms of its warnings end limitaoions.• 
4. There should be no single standard of beauty. 
5. "Never leave the children with the feeling that there is only 
one right way to do anything." 
6, Gifted childran must be challenged.(21,226-227) 
A well known art educator lists these elements of aesthetic, 
imagination training: 
1. Practice and systematic exercise of observation. 
2. Criticism, judgment from memory and from direct comparison. 
'· Unconscious altering of memory images. 
4. Perception, 
5. Re-creating pest experiences by essociations.(41,6) 
A child's first mental images develop, another investigator 
writes, through "the habitual association of sensations. 1'he imagine-
tion is moat certain to be stimulated if desire of some kind is 
excited. Need is a ma~or factor in imagination. Other stimulations 
which tend to generate images relate directly to emotion; such as 
fear, hunger, mystery, and indefiniteness.(~,58-6l) 
It is Kincaid's opinion that child art is characterized by 
;: 
unconscious expression, whereas adult art. manifests itself on the con-
scious level, lie proposes that creat.ive b;cgine cion is more typical of 
children's work then aesthetic qusllty.(22,47-50) 
While imagination is easily stimulated in chi.dren, the teaching 
method chsngea som•what. in the cese of adults, In most adults e barrier 
must first be overcome, Tne major emphasis under these circumstances 
would be to free the individual end to establish his coni'idence, Since 
en adult comes to an art class for various reasons of self-satisfaction, 
he returns only if he is provided with that satisfaction, While there 
may be a su?pressed desire to create expressively, the amateur fears 
a leek of talent, Mostly he fears being exposea to ria1cc<le or criticism 
by others in the class,(7,26-2b) 
Once the adult h~s thls self-confidence the method of stimulation 
is eesendally the same as the method of stimulating children, For 
example, Schaefer Simmern, in his experiments with business people, 
attributed the develop~ent of his students' artistic abilities to the 
use of the visual imege.(~,l~9) 
rieoently, e most influential experiment with adults was reportea 
by Frank Barron, who used a method of stimmleting the iweginetion vis 
specii'ic act-ivities in testing for originality. He found that the 
most ori 6inal or imasinative products were linked to assym etry, im-
balance, and complexity,(2,160) 
One can determine an imeginat.ive quality by looking for spontane-
ous changes, a redefinition of forms and a reliance on feel-
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ing.(~1 52) Other distinctive features of a spontaneous approach to art 
media would be freedom of movement, texture, variety of strokes, 
dynamic handling, functional use of white paper, and a varied use of 
details, These characteristics appear more striking when contrasted 
with a more deliwerate approach to art media: typical of this procedure 
is a stiffness of handling end placement of forme, clear contours, 
polished surfaces, restricted forme, repetitive use of details, full 
covere;e of the paper, rigidity in treatment of the whole.(9,55J 
But agreement on the training of imagination, by a method of 
teaching, is not unanimous. Dr. P. B. Ballard, an educator, insists 
that this is not possible, He says: 
"I do not believe that imagination in the sense of calling up 
mental images can be trained st ell. It is as natural a gift as 
physiological memory, end as incapable of alteration. We have it 
or have it not."(48,67-68) 
The bulk of the preceding evidence presented in this section 
definitely pointe to the probability of stimulating imagination not 
only in children but also in adults, providing that the characteristics 
of the process of stimulating imagination ere taken into account end 
activities oriented to fulfill these specifications. 
The lone dissenter, Dr. Bellard, may be correct in stating that 
imagination is a natural gift. It is the authcr 1e opinion that everyone 
posses ass this eo-called gift and the dea;ree to which it io brou,;ht cut 
dep<::nds on the value of the stimulaJ.:.ion. Perhaps one Ct~Ullct Oe ttaugllt 
r~a;i~ative activities. This section will cont5i'1 " list. of 
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activities reportedly used by various teachers to ati~ulate the flow of 
i~ages or i~aQ;nation. The list is by no ~eans col!lplete and is ~u-
traduced ~ere1y to give the reader a general idea not only what an 
i~aginative activity is like but alec a general iapression as to what 
has been done along these lines up to this study. 
l. Ink spots are placed on paper with no pre-conceived idea of' 
desig~. 
2. i"ind a suggestion of an idea in the spots by studying the spots 
for i~agea. The paper ~ay be turned in all directions. 
'· Draw this idea on a separate piece of paper. 
4. Or a treeing of the spot which suggested the idee cen be ~ede 
with alterations where needed. 
5· The tracing is then transferred to e linoleu~ blocK or paper 
for painting. (42,21) 
In the preceding Rorschach typs of activity, the strength of 
i•ua:;ery varies eccord~ng to the concreteness of the thing imaginea. 
Objects of various sorts would be seen most frequently while ideas end 
principles would be the most difficult to imege.(2[,464) 
The next activity was used to develop imagination ~n boys and 
g~rls between the ages of 9 and 18. 
Activity No. 2. - story comp!etion 
1. The student reeds a story that is mias1ng en ending. 
2. Five alternative solutions are presented to the student, 
one of which he is obliged to select. (2[, 46; i 
Activity No. 2. - illustrate e description of an event.(~,200) 
Activity No. 4. - write a description of objects seen for a short 
time. (~, 48 ) 
Activity No. 5 -memory drawing 
1. Observe object; look away; picture object. 
2. Observe object; imagine its movements. 
'· Observe object; note resemblance to familiar or standard 
form; also no~es its peculiarities. 
4. Draw it leter from these memories or associations.(~,l77) 
Activity No. 6. - verbal response. 
l. Subject is given a word or a phrase to stimulate an image. 
2. Subject's verbal response is analyzed for originality. 
An example of the stimulus is: •empty bookcases," and an 
original response: "sitting aloe1e in a dark room."(.2_,159) 
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Activity No. 7. - tests desi&ned to elicit novel and unusual re-
sponses end sol~tions to~ proolems. 
l. Subject is asked to suggest consequences of highly improbable 
events. 
2. ·~Su]i~ec.t is asked to suggest unusual usee of common objects. 
). Subject is given a plot situation from which he must construct 
a title. 
Other teats include anagrams, inkblots, and pictures of 
dramatic eituetions.(5,159-l60) 
Activity No. 8. - tactile sensory aid. 
l. Various texcures are cemented to the iniler surface of e 
closed box. 
2. "'Through en opening large enough for a hand a student feels 
these textures without being able to,see them. 
;>. The object ie to identify the material by the feel with 
either verbal or graphic reproduction. (8, 2;52-2)5) 
Activity No. 9. - mind picturing. 
l. Scudents close their eyes and are told to concentrate on the 
theme of 11 peace • • 
2. Relax and push out of the mind thoughts of real things. 
;>. Focus on the i~ages that form in b~ck of the eyes. 
4. After several minutes of quiet contemplation the students 
open their eyes and paint what passed before their minds. 
Herbert Read discovered this lesson while visiting a girls' 
school in England. The teacher knew aothing of the symbolism which 
was revealed in the pictorial results and which will be discussed in 
the next chapter. The teacher used mind picturing 111 ••• as a means 
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of teaching self-expression, creation and technique.' 11 ( 4cl, 184) 
Additional art activities designed to stimulate imaginacion will 
be discussed in more complete detail in the next chapter since it is 
there that i~ relates moat directly to the experiment. 
CHAPTER III 
THE INVESTIGATION 
The design. In order to determine the effects of a sequence 
of art activities on the stimulation of imagination on children end 
adults, it wee necessary to structure a research design fulfilling 
the following requirements: (l) it should provide an accurate 
register of imagination stimulation, (2) it should provide a popula-
tion of children end adults from which the desired information could 
be obtained, and (;) it should provide a sequence of art activities 
specifically designed to stimulate imagination. 
Procedure for collecting information. The experiment con-
sisted of a pre-teat, seven art activities designed to stimulate 
imagination, then a post-test. The art activities ware administered 
to s total sampling of 55 children end adults ranging in age from 
5t to 65. The population wee treated as seven distinct groups 
within three broad levels of art education; elementary, secondary, 
end adult. The information resulting from the investigation was ob-
tained by presenting the pre-teet end post-test to three judges for 
their evaluation as to whether or not any stimulation of imagination 
occurred. 
The teste. The two teste were composed of art work: a draw-
ing, a painting, cut paper, or a combination of these msoeriels 
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either to the subject "Trepped 11 or without any subject limitation, de-
pending on the level end purpose of the group in the study. "Trapped" 
wee chosen as the subject because of its emotive connotations. The 
author discovered from past experience that •trapped" more often than 
not aroused the unconscious for a solution. Both tests in ell the 
groups were admin1stered in the same manner except when e variation wee 
intended. These variations can be noted in Table I. In all the tests 
there was as little teacher influence as possible. Students were 
instructed whet to do end then the investigator refrained from assisting 
the students with their pictures in any way that might influence them. 
The elementary end secondary groups were told to draw anything 
they wanted. The author then refrained from comment or criticism until 
they were finished except to add, if someone said that they couldn't 
think anything to draw, that sometimes people can't think of things to 
drew and a blank paper would be as acceptable as s completed one. 
Usually this reassurance ectad as a motivation. This procedure wee re-
peated whenever necessary, especially in some of the adult groups where 
this problem presc.nted itself frequently during the pre-test. "Trapped" 
wee not used with either the elementary or secondary groups because io 
wee felt that it would be more a hindrance end more frustrating to the 
majority than a free choice of subject material which would be more in 
keeping with their abilities and interests. 
The adults had a free choice of media end paper on which to 
illustrate •trapped". They were told to feel free to put down on the 
paper whatever they would like to say about it. They were aleo told to 
GROUP LEVEL 
A Elementary 
B Secondary 
C Adults 
D Adults 
g Adults 
F Adults 
G Adults 
Total 
NOTE: 
TABLE I 
POPULATION ANALYSIS 
NO, PRB - TBST TIME BET'iiEBii POST-TBST .d"JT~DED 
THE TWO TESTS VEIABLES 
s M p s M p 
4 Yea Yes No 5 Weeks Yes Yea No None 
22 Yea Yes No 9 Months Yes No No Yea 
5 No Yes Yes 4 Weeks Yes Yea Yea Yes 
5 No Yes Yes 4 Weeks Yes Yes Yes None 
6 No Yes Yea 4 Weeks No Yea Yea Yes 
6 No Yes Yea 4 Weeks No Yes Yes None 
9 No Yes Yes 4 Weeks No Yes Yes Yes 
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This table should be read ea follows: The letter S indicates 
subject matter, M indicates medium, and P indicates paper. 
A Yea response denotes that the students could select their 
own subject, medium, or paper. A No response denotes that 
the subject, medium, or paper was dictated by the teacher. 
The intended variables ere as follows: Group B was exposed 
to a slightly different sequence of the art activities spaced 
over a nine month period. Group C wee given an additional test 
five weeks after the post-teet with ideas taken from slides. 
Group E was aleo given anc,additional test five weeks later, 
but they could select their own subject material. Group G 
was isolated because of the members' educational, regional, 
and aesthetic implications. 
interpret "trapped" according to whatever the word meant to them or 
suggested to them end in any manner or the beet way they could, 
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The adults were limited to a subject first of all in order to 
establish a crlarion or a standard upon which to form as objec•ive a 
judgment as allowable concerning their stimulation, A second reason for 
using a subject, especially in the pre-test, wee to present the adults 
with a problem to solve. This was baaed on the ase~ption drawn from 
literature and experience that some of the adults migpt have difficulty 
in getting started end in thinking up their own ideas, 
Population analysis. Table I on page 45 shows the population 
analysis to be described belmw. 
Group A,the only elementary group, consisted of four participants, 
agee ~ to lot, who hed been studying art privately with the investigator 
for several years. Five weeks lapsed between the two teats. No limit 
was placed on subject matter for these tests. The children were per-
mitted to select either pencil or wax crayon, but not both together, and 
were required to drew on 12 x 18" white paper, 
Twenty-two junior high school students composed Group B. All but 
four were in the seventh grade and their ages were approximately twelve 
to fourteen, The same imaginative art activities were given with a 
slightly difference sequence, with a variety of art lessons taught in 
between, This wee part of the regular art program over a nine mon•h 
school year for the group in a regional high school, Other imaginative 
type lessons not included in this s vudy made up some of the 11 in-between° 
lessons for the junior high group, The majority of the imagination 
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stimulating lessons came at the beginning of the nine month perion. In 
the two years that the author taught at this school more than eight 
hundred pre-and poet-teste were completed but unfortunately only twenty-
two were saved for future reference. Some of the twenty-two teste were 
selected at random from the author's last class at this school, while 
others were left on the desks after the children had gone. 
The conditione under which the two tests wen given vary eli,;,ht-
ly from Group A, The secondary group also was not limited to subject 
material. They were, however, limited to the broad side of a wax 
crayon. The purpose was to establish a problem solving situation, to 
use a familiar technique in a different way end to set up a simple 
standard which it wee hoped would make evaluation more valid, Students 
did not have s free choice of paper and most of them drew on either 12 
x 18 11 Bogus or Manila, whichever was most readily available. 
Because of several questions about which the author became 
curious during the course of the study, the adults were split into five 
separa·"e groupe in order to permit the resolution of these questions: 
l, Whet ie the effect of imagination atimulation five weeks after 
the post-test? 
2. What happens to imagination when one is limited to a specific 
subject? 
Groups C through and including F were composed of adults taking 
Drawing end Watercolor courses taught oy the author in the Wellesley 
Adult Evening School. Generally speaking, Wellesley is considered a 
prestige or high status community, Most of the participants were 
college graduates, two or three had advanced degrees end many of them 
had travelled extensively, The youngest was 19 or 20 end the oldest 
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about 65. These classes met once a week for two hours and only four 
weeks lapsed between the two teste. Students could uee any medium or 
combination of media and had a free choice in aelectin~ paper. 
Group C was made up of three adults. In the pre-teet they were 
limited to illustrating •trapped" as were all the adult groups. How-
ever, they were permitted to select their own subject material for 
the poet-teet. Five weeks later, at the conclusion of the semester 
an additional art work teet was given with instructions to adapt ideas 
from e photograph or a elide. The purpose of the variation in a sub-
ject for the pre-test and no subject for the post-test was to deter-
mine the effect of a subject on the tests and on the stimulation of 
imagination. 
Group D consisted of five adults. The same conditione pre-
veiled in experimenting with this group as prevailed with the previous 
group except that no additional teet wee given five weeks after the 
post-test. 
Groups E and F ere similar; both are composed of six particip-
ants each and both groups were limited to illustrate •trapped 11 in 
their two tests. The primary difference is that group E was given an 
additional test five weeks after the poet-teat with no specific sub-
ject limitation. This wee done to create a group to compere to Group 
c. 
To clari~y the situation somewhat, groupe C and D can be com-
pared to groups E, F, and G in order to ascertain the effect of a 
specific eubject on the two testa. Group C can be further compared to 
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group E to determine the effect of a rigid, compulsive, stereotyped 
motivation as opposed to self-motivation and its relation to imagina-
tion stimulation after a time lapse. 
Group G is composed of three male graduate students end six 
wives of graduate students. These students heard of the writer's ex-
periment and volunteered their services. First, four volunteered and 
in a short time the group grew to nine. The sessions were conducted 
in a large, married graduate students' residence and averaged two 
hours per session over a five week period with a one week interrup-
tion because of an epidemic of chicken pox. 
The group was required to illustrate •trapped" on both the pre-
end poet-test and members could select their own medium or media end 
paper from a wide variety of materials. Although this group could 
have been merged with Group F they were treated separately for several 
reasons. First, they represented a random sampling of adults from 
other parts of the country; for example, Idaho, Virginia, South 
Dakota, end even Canada. Secondly, their pre-tests appeared to the 
writer to be the most imaginative of ell the other groups end ques-
tions arose in his mind pertaining to the influence of education or 
verbal skill on imagination stimulation. In their work they con-
tinuously resorted to very complex symbolism while maintaining a high 
aesthetic level. Their aelf-critioisms end educational backgrounds 
can be found in the appendix. 
Limitations of the findings of the study. The study was 
limited by its covering such a wide range of art abilities. An 
investigation into imagination stimulation in either elementary, second-
ary, or adult levels alone would have been preferred, or perhaps even e 
comparison between two of these groups, but the three groupe spread the 
attention of the investigator over too wide e range for a thorough 
analysis, 
Another limitation was the smell sampling for each of the groupe. 
Even Group B, the largest in the study, consisting of twenty-two students, 
ought to have been larger. In many studies a group as small as Group C, 
with three participants, may have been eliminated for being so small or 
so insignificant, but it wee retained here for fear of eliminating any 
source which may provide information, 
It is extremely important for the reeder to underatend that in six 
of the seven groupe dealt with the length of time spent with the author, 
his method, end his activities was only approximately six to eight hours. 
To expect not only stimulation to occur but also tangible evidence of the 
increased use of imagination after this brief period, ie now seen as a 
suspect limitation, It is likely that more development could have 
occurred if there were more imaginative activities and more exposure to 
the teacher's method, overs longer period of time, One month of ex-
posure may not have beeneBDugh time for some peoplo. Other limitations 
can be attributed to the natural development of creativity and imagination 
by chance for which no allowance has been made, 
The stimulation may also have been more effective if the imagina-
tive activities were verified beforehand, The experimenter is not 
positive that his activities ere valid and reliable in that they teach 
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whet they are intended to teach end that they effect different people 
the same way every time. 
The presenting of the pre-and post-tescs to only three judges 
can be considered an additional limitation. A much larger range of 
evaluations would have been preferred for a more positive estimation 
of the potential of this art education approach. At best, this study 
can be considered ae a suggestion for a more scientific inquiry into 
the stimulation of imagination. 
If the judges had rated the teste randomly on e 1 - 10 scale 
rather then on the comparative basis of more or less or the same 
stimulacion, more statistics could have been extrapolated, 
Finally, the use of the two art work tests for visible evidence 
of imagination were somewhat limiting, for a student cannot always be 
expected to perform to his fullest capacity at e given time. This 
limitation wee expressed by the subjects as having en °off0 day and 
was further verified by the author who noted that in many instances 
the srt work between the two teste was strikingly more imegineti ve 
then either of the tests, 
The imaginative activities. These lessons were the ones de-
signed to stimulate imagination and ere presented in the sequence in 
which they were used. Co~ents end justifications follow each 
activity. 
Lesson I - mind picturing 
A. Materials: 
l. Watercolors 
2. Large brushes 
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5. 12 x 18° white paper 
B. Instructions: 
1. This lesson is designed to help develop your i~agination. 
2. You wi!l be ai tting for approxi~ately five minutes with 
your eyes closed. 
a) Do not open your •y•s until I tell you to even if 
there is an announcement or if son:eone corusa int.O 
the room. 
). Concentrate deeply on what I tell yo·_, to ccnce:tretc on. 
4, Rid your ~ind of all thoughts of real things. Think of' 
nothing. 
a) Do not think of anything thao you can na~e. This 
leaves colora and shapes for you to concentrate on. 
5. I know how your painoings will turn out, providing you 
concentrated, and I will show you at the end of the perioj, 
6. Close your eyes and do not open the~ until I tell you to 
do so. 
7. Take a deep breath. Let the sir out slowly. Relax. 
8. Rid your ~ind of all thoughts. 
9. Do not think of anything real, 
10. Try to feel the way you do when you are just ready to fall 
asleep. Your ~ind is clear and you are not thinking of 
anything in particular. 
11. Concentrate on what appears behind your eyelids. 
12. Push out all thoughts of real things. 
15. (At the end of a 5 - 5 ~inute ~editation)Open your eyes 
and paint what you think you saw behind your eyes. 
14. Feel free to put anything down that you think you saw. 
Don't hold back, 
15. A few may not see anything at first - this so~eti~es 
happens but it isn't vary serious. 
C. If the student has concentrated and has followed instructions, 
the paintings will co~ out in one of four ways: 
1. 4 part division or any shape divisible by 4 (8,12,16). 
2. ~oeba shapes with a nucleus in the eenter and tendrils. 
5. Swirling dyna~ic shapes and spirals. 
4. Many little cell-like unite auoh ss those found under a 
~icroacope. 
D. Da not tell any of these a~bole to your friends outside the 
class until they have had a chance to do it, or this lesson 
will be of no value to the~. 
Mind picturing is the lesson that Herbert Read discovered at s 
girls' school in England, While it was used there pri~arily with those 
between the agee of 12 and 14, ~ind picturing was e~ployed in this 
study in all the groupe. Although the truest exa~plee of the s~bolie~ 
occur after age 10, but mainly with adolescents, ell participants were 
capable of doing this activity. The only variation was in the time of 
concentration with the eyes closed. Four to five minutes were used with 
the adults and two to three with the others depending on their attention 
span. 
Mind picturing wee used sa the introductory lesson in stimulating 
the imagination by its very nature of provoking the formation of images. 
In limiting the student to non-objective shapes the element of external 
influence is decreased. The subject is therefore forced to create or 
imagine his own world. Perception is also an inseparable pert of this 
process in the translation of the sensation of the eyelid on the pupil 
of the eye into a visual image. 
Mind picturing could easily become the subject for a study in its 
own right. The author would like to examine it closer end also to men-
tion en additional experiment connected with this lesson because of its 
pertinence to imagination stimulation end to the relative lack of general 
knowledge on this matter. 
Most of the symbols ere called mandalas: 
Mandala is a Sanacrit word, meaning a circle or magic ring, and its 
symbolism embraces all concentrically arranged figures, ell circular 
or square circumferences having a centre, end ell redial or spherical 
arrangements. It often takes the form of a flower, a cross, or a 
wheel with a distinct tendency to assume a four-fold structure. 
( 48,185) 
Mandalas come from the deepest unconscious level whereas the other 
primordial images come from lees deep levels of the unconscious, end in-
dicate a psychological dispoeition.(48,186) Jung found that mandalas have 
the purpcse of reducing confusion to order, though this is never a 
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conscious intention, He used e similar activity celled "active imagina-
tion" to enelyze the unconscious in the process of psychotherapy, The 
paintings by hie patients ere instruments of meditation, concentrecion, 
end self-immersion for the purpose of realizing inner experience. TheJ 
often follow chaotic, disordered states marked by co,;flict end anxiety. 
Mendelee express the ides of a safe refuge, of inner reconciliation and 
wholeness, of order end balance,(l5,)80) 
Fron this evidence it seems that mind picturing is aimed specif-
ically towards stimulating imagination throu;p the unconscious formation 
of images, The occurrence of the mandala symbolism indicates a natural 
attempt towards integration or unity which is of course central to 
aesthetic growth, Noteworthy also is that if the images ere forced, the 
purpose will be defeated. The students must be completely relaxed end 
their paintings spontaneous and free from conscious thought. 
A simple teet wee performed on one of the adult groups in order to 
observe the influence of four-sided paper on the recurrence of the mandala 
quaternary symbol, Although there were no controls on this experiment, 
symbols or shapes relating to the number four occurred approximately fifty 
percent of the time. The shape of the paper for the adult group wee 
changed to triangular, spherical, end circular, The percent under these 
conditione dropped to about forty, In some cases there was a reliance on 
the use of three's especially in triangular paper but in most cases other 
symbols took the place of the quaternary. The investigator concluded that 
there wee a slight difference when the ehepe of the paper was changed but 
it was not relevant. 
Leeson 11 Mood Music 
A. Materials: 
l. Watercolors 
~. Large brushes 
). 12 x ltl white paper 
4. Phonograph and records 
B. Discussion: 
1. Some colors give a feeling of warmth, others give a 
feeling of coolness. What would be some warm colore? 
cool colore? 
Warm Cool 
e) yellow e) green 
b) red b) blue 
c) orange c) white 
d) brown d) violet 
2. Happy pictures usually contain warm colors while sad 
pictures contain cool colors. 
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). Some parte of this record are happy and other parte are 
sad. Choose colors appropriate to the feeling of the 
scene you will paint. 
4. MUsic has a definite rhythm or beat and you should try 
to capture it in your painting. 
5· Music also expresses a specific mood which you should try 
to capture in your painting. 
6. Play music while class listens for five minutes. 
1. List idees on the board concerning whet the students feel 
is happening. 
8. Reed story connected with music. 
c. Instruction: Select e scene from the story or make up your 
own story end paint it according to the feeling or mood of 
that particular situation using appropriate colors. 
This lesson was presented in this form to the seventh grade only. 
The music used wee the ~ Gynt ~. by Grieg. The purpose of paint-
ing to music ie to activate the feelings of the students. Mention hes 
already been made that feelings generate images and so lessons designed 
for involvement in this ares would be vital to the overall stimulation 
of imagination. By empathizing with the music the students picked up 
the mood end the rhythm which usually motivated them to be free end 
subjective in their artwork. This lesson is also used es en iotroduc-
tion to the next lesson, which is concerned more deeply with feeling. 
The author felt that this lesson tended to be e little structured 
and eo before the end of the experiment mood music wee altered twice but 
the objectives remained the same. The changes provided more spontaneity 
and freedom of expression. 
Here is the way Mood Music was given to the eighth grade. 
The materiels were the same but the music included the soundtrack from 
the film Alexander _!:h! Great, •swedish Rhapeody 11 by Alfven, and 
Sibelius '°Finlllndis 11 end "The Swan of Tuonele". 
A. Lecture end Discussion: 
1. Colore can give a feeling of movement. This may be done 
by repeating e color. Repeated colors move the eye from 
one place to another. 
2. Are light colors dainty or heavy? 
~. Are intense colore lively or quiet? 
4. Name some dainty colors. 
5. Name some intense colors. 
6. Music has s definite rhythm or beat and intensity or 
daintiness which you should try to capture in your 
paintings. 
1. Play the music for about five minutes. 
8. What do you think is happening according to the wey the 
music sounds? 
e) Liet these colors on the blackboard. 
b) What colors do these ideas suggest? 
9. Explain the story connected with the music. 
B. Instructions: 
1. Select s scene to illustrate, either en idee that is on 
the board or one that you make up from listening to the 
music. 
~. Express the intensity or lightness of the music or scene 
by the colors you use and by the way you put down your 
brush strokes. 
~. Express the mood, movements, or stillness, or quietness 
of your scene. 
4. Relate color to mood. 
5. Relate shape and line to mood. 
The final revision of Mood Music was used with both the elementary 
group and the adults. The children listened to the Nutcracker Suit~ 
end the adults lis"ened to Rachmaninoff's Isle of the Dead, circus 
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=usic, popular instrumental =usic, and Latin and Arabian recordin§S. 
Many records were tried and it seemed beet to use a particular record 
which was not familiar to the group so they would not be tempted to 
use any stereotyped ideas. 
A. Discussion: 
l. Discuss relationship of colore end shapes to musical 
sounds. 
a) Light colora suggest soft and gay sounds (strings). 
b) Dark colors suggest loud and sed sounds (drums). 
c) Curved shapes suggest happy sounds. 
d~ Straight end jagged shapes suggest sad sounds. 
2. E=phasize that =usicsl compositions do not necessarily 
describe a story or a particular scene. They are 
usually written for the pure enjoyment of the sound. 
'· However, sounds do convey a particular mood. 
B. Instructions: 
1. Faint two =ood paintings. 
2. Paintings should convey the particular mood by your 
selection of colors and brush strokes. 
This last form wee felt to be the =oat successful approach. The 
benefits of this loosening up exercise appeared in the next activity 
called "Emotional Release.• 
Lesson III Emotional Release 
A. ;.!aterials: 
1. Watercolors 
~. Large and small brushes 
'· 12 x 18" white paper 
B. Discussion end Instructions: 
1. Faint a loss that you have experienced. 
e) This must be something that you yourself lost. 
It cannot be about something someone else has 
lost. 
b) Whet you do not remember, invent. 
2. Each one of you has lost something in your life-
time. It can be anything from the loss of en 
object such as a book or money, to the time you 
got lost somewhere or even the loss of a pet or 
the lose of s relative or one of your parents. 
'· It is not enough to drs~ only the object the" you 
lost. You must paint the complete etory which is 
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connected with this loss. 
4. Think back how you felt at the time of this loss. 
a) Paint the way you felt at this time. 
b) Paint a particular feeling. 
5· Picture the scene on your mind before you begin. 
6. Let yourself go when you paint. This is an oppor-
tunity to help you to get these things off your 
mind. Perhaps you will feel a little better by 
doing this. 
1. Print a title about your lose. 
8. After the painting period there is a discussion. 
Encourage the student to talk about his painting, 
unless it is too personal. 
This can be one of the most provocative lessons, for the 
student is permitted to express personal feelings that many times are 
suppressed and become a source of anxiety and irritation. Again water 
colora are used because of their spontaneous and manipulative quality. 
Loss was selected as an appropriate motivation because of its emotive, 
associative, and unconscious implications. The matter of recall lends 
itself well to the production of memory images. Many of the students 
were not afraid or inhibited to illustrate their moat sheltered and 
personal feelings. Thus a definite therapeutic aspect is revealed. 
More specific evidence of this with direct quotations of the feelings 
of some of the subjects involved appears in the Appendix. 
With this short practice with the formation of images the way is 
now open to a more conscious sensory stimulation. 
Leeson IV Sensory Ferception 
A. !I.e t.erisls: 
l. Blindfolds 
2. Gourds - variety of surfaces 
5. 9 x 12" bogus 
4. Pressed crayons 
B. Procedure: (/move desks and chairs toge oher). 
1. You will be blindfolded for a short time. 
2. Keep your eyes closed also. Do not peek or you 
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won't gain any benefit fro~ this lesson, 
5. While you ere blindfolded I will pass several objects 
to you. Feel the surface of these objects, Pass the 
objects on to your nei:r,hbor. 
4. Re~e~ber the surfaces and the shapes end try to i~egine 
the color, Some of the objects ere alike, others ere 
quite different, Pay close et"ention to the surfaces 
of these objects, 
5· You will Keep the blindfolQe on until you ere told to 
remove them. 
6. After everyone bee felt the objects they will be con-
cealed end then you may re~ove your blindfolds and you 
will drew whet you felt. 
c. Instructions: 
l, All objects will be peeeed to your left. 
2, Do not let go of en object until it is safely in the 
hands of the person to your left. 
5. Check now to see how fer you will have to pese these 
objects, 
4. Paee out the olindfolds, 
e) Tie the~ on - one knot is sufficient. 
b) Keep your eyes closed, 
c) Do not peek. 
5· Paee out "objects•, 
6, Collect and conceal "objects• after everyone has felt 
them. 
1. Remove end collect the blindfolds, 
8, Drew what you have felt, 
9. Show a dieti not difference between the shapes end the 
surfaces of the objects. 
In isolating the sense of touch one ie ~ede ~ore aware of whet 
he is actually feeling. There is no influence fro~ whet a person 
ordinarily would see, Thus perception can beco~e ~eener through such a 
sensory eti~ulus, Since ~emory ie an sle~ent of i~egination and the 
student has to reme~ber the objects, a flow of i~agee can result. 
The student touches a variety of surfaces. So~e ere eimllar 
but not exactly the ee~e while others are quite different. Because of 
these similarities end differences one becomee involved in discri~ina-
tion, In order to diacri~inate one resorts to associations and paet 
experience, It can easily be seen, therefore, that according to the 
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definition of' imagination previously stated, this lesson is aimed 
specifically to arouae those elements. 
The only group that did not take part in sensory perception was 
the eighteen seventh grade students in group B. At the time the 
lessons were being given to the classes it was felt that seventh 
graders might have been too immature to be blindfolded in a large 
groupJ that is, they may have become too restless to concentrate 
adequately. So a slight variation was introduced with the same ob-
jectives of stimulation of' perception and imagination through memory 
drawing. 
A. Materials: 
l. Objects (gourds, plants, animals, etc.) 
2. 9 x 12 11 bogue 
B. Instructions: 
l. A variety of objects (4) is shown to the class one at a 
time, fer one minute each. 
2. Do not draw while the object is in view. 
~. Observe as much as you can about the objects. 
a) Notice the shape. 
b) Notice its color. 
c) What kind of surface does it have? 
d) Remember these details. 
4. The object is then concealed. 
5. Picture the object on your mind. 
6. Draw it (large) on the left half of your paper. 
1. Notice the similarities and differences between objects. 
a) They ere not all exactly alike. 
0. The problem: 
1. Turn papers horizontally. 
2. Observe each object closely. 
~. Do not drew until it has been concealed. 
4, Picture it on your mind while you are drawing. If you 
cen see it in your mind it will be easier to draw, 
What you do not remember, invent, 
5. Draw two objects on the front of the paper and two on 
the back. 
a) Draw them large, 
b) Pay attention to details, 
c) Be aure to picture them in your mind. 
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Since imagination and perception can be stimulated in both the sensory 
end memory drawing exercises, it is interesting that observation and 
memory can aleo be enhanced, Moreover, images are set in motion because 
of the practice in visualizing objects. 
Lesson y ~ 1!!! Compositions 
A, l~ateriels: 
1. Memory drawings 
2. Pressed crayons 
~. 12 x 18" white drawing paper 
B. Instructions• 
l, Group these objects in an interesting arrangement. 
e) Draw the gourds large. 
b) Draw each gourd at least once, 
c) You may add other objects - add whatever is 
necessary to complete your picture. 
d) Let the most interesting objects dominate. 
2, Overlap, 
a) Group the gourds so that some ere in front and 
others behind. 
b) Do not place the gourds side by aide like ducks in 
a shooting gallery. 
c) Do not have the gourds floating in empty space. 
(1) place the gourde on some sort of a surface, 
~. Use contrast, 
e) If the gourds are light in color make the back-
ground dark so the gourds will stand out. 
b) If the gourds are dark make the background light. 
4. Show textures. 
a) Emphasize the surfaces of the gourde. 
b) Where the surfaces are different be sure to draw 
this carefully, 
5, Compositions must be logical. 
a) Ycu cannot drew a gourd next to a tree end still 
make the gourd as large as you would like. 
b) Gourds on a fence or a door cannot possibly 
dominate. 
C. The problem: 
1. Compose e logical still-life. 
a) Gourds must (dominate) be the largest item in the 
drawing. 
b) Emphasize the surfaces. 
c) Group the objects. 
d) Be sure to place the objects on some sort of 
surface. 
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The main justification for the still life lesson is to provide a 
natural outlet or follow-up to sensory perception and memory drawing, 
The latter two leeaons left alone would seem to be exercises without poin c 
whereas the culmination of these exercises into a meaningful or purposive 
end seemed to be celled for. Leeson five was given to all the groupe with-
out verience except in the elementary group where the mechanics were 
simplified. Another reason for this structural approach was to introduce 
various design elements end principles that are necessary for the organize-
tion and unifying aspects of innovation, One might say that this lesson 
constituted the limits within which imagination can be fruitful. 
Lesson VI Scrunched Paper 
A. Materiels: 
l, 12 x 18" white paper 
2. Watercolors--large brushes 
~. India ink--pens 
B. Instructions: 
1. Fill one aide competely with large areas of paint--
use any colors, 
2, Work quickly before paint has e chance to dry, 
~. Scrunch the painting into a tight bell carefully so as 
not to tear it. 
4, Open the paper carefully. 
5. Turn the paper clean side up and rub it smooth. The 
smoother and flatter it is the easier it will be to 
work on, 
0, The problem: 
1. Now you~have a complete meee end it is up to you to 
make something of it. 
~. Look at your paper. 
e) Whet do you see in it? 
b) You may not see a complete picture--only a sugges-
tion of a picture. 
c) You will have to fill in most of the details your-
self. 
d) Whet you don't see, invent. 
~. If you do not see a suggestion at firet, turn your 
paper from aide to aide until you do see something. 
4. When you see a suggestion of a picture use this sugges-
tion ee a point of departure and develop it into a 
logical, complete picture. 
a) Do not put objects that do not belong together in 
the same picture, 
b) Do not have the objects floating, 
5. Uae ink to develop light and shadow and to give the 
effect of color, 
6, Do not outline all the cracks--it is not enough. 
7, No mapa or aerial views. 
8, Accent with color. 
9. Print a title for your painting. 
In scrunched paper the student is confronted with the problem of 
ordering chaos. To do this he calla upon his experiences via associa-
tiona as he looks for suggestions. It is the process of perception that 
brings these memory images to one's attention. Then imagination taKes 
over in altering and inventing any missing links, The moment of insight 
when a person makes all the connections and •sees something" is an 
external example of a spontaneous unconscious image and its release 
which is the very act of imagination itself. 
An additional imaginative expression is often obtained in the 
clever titles which are adapted from the scrunched paintings. The writer 
feels that to have a high degree of imagination stimulation it is essen-
tiel to be confronted with incomplete images and to have to innovate 
these images. 
Leason VII String Prints 
A. Materials: 
l, Five feet of string (for every two students) 
2. Red poster paint 
5. 12 x 18" bogus - 12 x 18" manila 
4. Pressed crerons 
B. Instructions: 
l. Each person does a minimum of two prints, one on 
manila and one on grey paper, 
2. After the prints are dry select the one in which you 
see the most end with crayons make a complete drawing 
using the print as a sterting point. 
c. 
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~. Leave the basic structure of the string intact. 
Add details but do not alter the general outline 
of the string. 
4. Print a title, in pencil, for your picture, in the 
lower right hand corner. 
Demonstration: 
l, Fold paper in half and reopen. 
2, Pick up string. Always hold on to the two ends of 
the string, 
~. Dip the string into the paint, Push the string 
under the paint with one hand while holding the 
ends with your other hand. 
4. Squeeze out half the paint with one hand while 
pulling the string out with the other hand. 
5. Pull the ends apart. 
6. Let the string fell on one half of the paper. 
7. Arrange and rearrange in a pleasing, well-propor-
tioned design. 
e) The string should touch the crease in at least 
one place, 
b) The ends must hang off the paper on two different 
sides, 
8. Fold the paper and press. 
9, Have someone hold the paper with both hands while 
you pull the string out. Step aside quickly so the 
string doesn't brush against your clothing, 
The objective of the string print lesson is exactly the same as 
the previous one, This is, in other words, a further exercise to 
stretch the imagination. The student has, however, more control with 
this lesson since he is able to rearrange the strings. It is also 
hoped that by keeping the same objectives while varying the activity, 
ttudents who m1gpt have difficulty with one of the lessons may be able 
to perform better on the other. 
This is the last lesson of the series designed to stimulate 
imagination, The post-test was then administered under the seme con-
ditions, in most cases, as the pre-test, 
The Judges' Evaluation~· At the conclusion of the experimen-
te~ portion of the study, the pre-, post-, and additional tests were 
i[ 
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nu~beted fro~ one to fifty-five according to their group affiliations. 
!:he teste were also lettered A end B with 26 .-J 1 e being poet-tests end 
29 A's as pre-teste. The additional teste all were lettered •c•. The 
judges were not told which teet ca~e first because it wee felt that they 
~ight be unduly influenced. The Judges' Evaluation Form which appears 
in Table II was used by the judges to record their opinions end to 
establish some co~on criteria upon which to base their jud~ente. 
The Judges. The judges were selected on the basis of their 
professional experience with imaginative products in art and art educa-
tion. They ell were graduates of the School of the Museu~ of Fine Arts 
of Boston. 
The first judge, Arthur Fox, was s creative artist for a publish-
ing company for e year snd e half and for two years has been e technical 
illustrator for a well-known electronics firm. He has been teaching art 
privately for several years and has art teechin.; experience with camps 
end com~nity centers. He is en ecco~plished muralist end water 
colorist who is represented in many private collections. Mr. Fox holds 
e 8.S. in Education from Tufte University. 
The second judge, Relph Rosenthal, received both his Bachelor's 
and Master's degrees in Education fro~ Boston University, and has co~­
pleted half the requirements toward e doctorate in education. Mr. 
Rosenthal also has attended the Alfred University School of Ceramics. 
In his thirty-two years of teaching art he has started many well-known 
artists end teachers on their way. His teaching includes privets in-
struction, museum classes, public high school, end university extension 
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TABLE II 
JUD3-ES 1 EVALUATION FOru\1 
1. Nallie: 
2. Professional experience in art: 
). Instructions: you will be shown a aeries of paintings in groups 
of two. Both were l!iade by the sallie student. One was done before 
the other but will not necessarily be presented to you in that 
order. Choose the one thet is l!iOSt illiaginetive. Indicate your 
preference by checking the appropriate colullin. Place a check in 
the colullin llisrked "sSI!ie" if you feel there is no difference be-
tween the two. Following is the definition of il!iagination used 
in this study. 
Imagination is characterized by the unconscious uninhibited 
forl!iation of ideas or il!iagee taken frolli pest experience by lliesns 
of lliSI!iOry, association and perception, and the manipulation of 
these il!iages or ideas with the invention of or filling in of sny 
missing parte, spontaneously el!ierging sa a personal constructive 
innovation or creation. 
Evaluate the paintings according to the followiGg criteria: 
Lees il!iaginative characteristics 
1. Stiffness of handling and placellient of form• 
2. Restricted forms with clear contours end polished surfaces 
). Repetitive use of details covering the paper fully 
4. Rigidity in treatment 
5. Balanced end &YIIillietrical 
6. Lifelessness 
More imaginative characteristics 
1. Spontaneous changes 
2. Redefinition of forme with experimentation and innovation 
). Reliance on feeling--an emotive quality 
4. Freedom of movement 
5. Texture 
6. Variety of strokes 
1. Dynamic handling 
8. FUnctional use of white paper 
9. Varied use of details 
10. Aaeymmetry, imbalance, and complexity 
Not all the characteristics of one type or the other need appear 
together. Your judgl!ient should be concerned with the character-
istics that predominate. Skill or talent is not a factor in this 
study. 
1 
2 
) 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
lO 
ll 
12 
l; 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
2) 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
,?0 
)1 
52 
5> 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
40 
41 
42 
4;) 
44 
4') 
4b 
A 
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!ABLE II (continued) 
l~OJ\E UIAGII\A:!:IVE SAME 
B 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
5.? 
54 
55 
TABLE II (continued) 
The next aeries requires two jud~ente, rirst between A and B, then 
be10ween A, B, and 0. 
SAME 
A B A B c 
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courses. As an artist he is e skillful painter end sculptor, also 
represented in private collections. 
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The third judge, Donald Barron, holds a B.S. in Education from 
Tufte University and is completing his requirements for e master's 
degree in art education. For four years he has been the director of art 
in the Bedford Public Schools. His teaching includes three years of 
children's art classes at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, one year as 
drawing instructor in the evening division of the Museum School, and 
for two years he has been the secretary of the Massachusetts Art Education 
Association. In addition, Mr. Barron is a free-lance commercial artist 
and a proficient draughtsman. 
Analysis £! the data The individual votes of the three judges 
and the author, recorded in Table III, indicate a wide range of opinions, 
except in groupe D and E, where the three judges were in close, but not 
exact, agreement. The widest discrepancy was between the author end the 
judges. 
In the elementary group two of the judges selected the same three 
out of four post-tee~s while the remainin6 judge chose only one of them. 
The secondary group, B, represents the group with the highest 
percentage of more imaginative poet-tests. This is the only group with a 
span of more then one month between the two tests. 
Although adult GroupE maintained one of the highest averages, a 
comparison of votes found no consistent pattern of similarity of choices 
between the judges. The reader will recall that both groups C and E were 
given additional tests five weeks after the post-test. Group C was asked 
B 1 
B 2 
B ~ 
A 4 
A 5 
B 6 
B 7 
A 8 
A 9 
A 10 
A 11 
A 12 
B 1~ 
B 14 
A 15 
B 16 
A 17 
A 18 
A 19 
A 20 
A 21 
A 22 
A 2~ 
A 24 
A 25 
A 26 
8 27 
8 28 
A 29 
A 50 
8 ~1 
8 ~2 
B ~5 
A ~4 
TABLE III 
A COMPARISON OF THE JUDGES 1 AND THi!: AUTHOi\ 1S VOTES 
A 
Q 
y 
y 
Q xz 
X 
y 
~ YXZ 
Q 
Q YXZ 
; YXZ 
z 
Q YXZ 
YX 
Qn 
·~ YX 
Q YX 
Q. YXZ 
Q YXZ 
-~- Yi.. 
~ xz 
Q yx,; 
C: UZ 
X 
•:i YXZ 
y 
Q YX 
YX 
X 
Q YXZ 
' xz 
B 
XZQ 
xz~ 
XZ"Y 
xz y 
X 
y 
QY 
Q 
X y 
X QY 
Q 
Q 
z 
y 
QY 
Q 
z 
xz y 
z 
ZQ 
y 
SMIE 
z 
zx 
z y 
z Q 
z 
z 
z 
z 
z 
z 
XY 
ZY 
Q 
Q 
y 
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Note: X represents the votes of Arthur Fox, Y represents 
the votes of Ralph Rosenthal, Z represents the votes of 
Donald Barron, and Q represents the author's votes. The 
letters to the left of the numbers indicate the pest tests. 
The grouping is as follows: Group A, 1-4, group B, 5-26, 
group D, 27-~1, group F, ~2-~7. group J, ~-46, group c, 
47-49, group E, 50-55· 
A .?5 
A .?6 
B .?7 
B .?8 
B .?9 
B ito 
B 41 
B 42 
A 4.? 
B 44 
A 45 
B 46 
TABLE III (continued) 
A COMPARlSO:·. CF ThE JUDc;,;s 1 AiiD Thi; AUThOfl' S VOTES 
MOi\E IllJA:XIhATIV!:. 
A 
0 y z • . 
y 
X 
y 
y 
X 
z 
Q X 
yz 
Q z 
y 
i3 
X 
xz 
ZQY 
xzc: 
ZQ 
ZQY 
X Q 
ZQ 
y 
X Q 
X y 
XZQ 
SA.~!E 
z 
X 
y 
XY 
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The next series requires two judg~~~ente, first between A and B, then 
between A, B, and c. 
B 47 
A 48 
A 49 
B 50 
B 51 
B 52 
A 5.? 
B 54 
A 55 
MORE Ii!JA(,H;;ATIVE SA!I~ MORE IMAGINATIVE SA:IiE 
A i3 A B c 
z X QY z X QY 
QxZ y Q. z y X 
Q y xz QY xz 
y X Q z XYZQ 
ZQY X YZQ X 
yz X Q. y z X Q 
Q z y X z XY Q 
X Z QY X YZ~ 
~z y XUQ 
Note: X represents the votes of Arthur Fox, Y represents the votee 
of Ralph Rosenthal, Z represents the votes of Donald Barron, and 
Q represents the author's votes, The letters to the left of the 
nUlllbers indicate the poet teats. The grouping is as follows: 
Group A, 1-4, group B, 5-26, group D, 27-.?1, group F, .?2-.?7, group 
G, ,?8-46, group C, 47-49, group E, 50-55· 
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to take their ideas from photographs or elides and Group E had no 
particular limitation or choice of subject metter. Only one judge 
selected one of C1s additional teste out of a possible nine choices as 
more imaginative. On the other hand, the judges picked thirteen out of a 
possible eighteen of group E1s additional teste as more imaginative. 
Group D scored the lowest in the study. Each judge picked out only 
one out of five post-tests. Two of the judges picked the same poet-test. 
The author's rating of this group was also his lowest. 
Groups F end G ranked slightly under average. In group F two 
judges picked the same three post-tests out of a possible six sa more 
imaginative. The other judge preferred only one of the six. 
Finally, there is Group G, which was created because their pre-
tests seemed to be the most imaginative of all the groups, end because 
of their advanced educational status. Two of the judges agreed on only 
two of the nine poet-teste as more imaginative. 
Those groupe without any subject for either the pre-or poet-test 
averaged a higher selection of poet-testa than the groups which illustrat-
ed "trapped" on both teats. The lowest score, which was nearly half that 
of the groupe without subjects, was found in the two groups illustrating 
"trapped" on the pre-test and their own subjects for the poet-test. 
The youngest participant, ~ years of age, was selected by all the 
judges as showing more imagina"ion in the post-test. The oldest etudent 1 e 
post-teet wae not judged as more imaginative by any of the judges. Two of 
the three voted no change. 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
F;~,- ,, , . 
CHAPTER lV 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMiliENDATIOiiS 
1. CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of the study was to determine if i~agination can be 
stimulated by means of specifically designed lessons. The amount of 
stimulation was not a concern. According to the findings of the judges, 
imagination wee stimulated in slightly more than half the participants. 
While some of the investigator's choices were less objective, he detected 
stimulation in nearly ninety per cent of the cases. 
There ere several notable reasons for this difference. Obviously, 
the judges did not interpret imagination in the same way as the author. 
This difference of opinion is not unusual since the review of literature 
clearly illustrated this confusion even among the experts. The study 
merely supported this incongruity. To compensate for the inconsistent 
understanding of imagina"ion, a definition of imagination and various 
characteristics of both less imaginative and ~ore imaginative products 
were included in the judges' evaluation form. The resul"s show that this 
did not solve the problem. Opinions still varied. In fact, from their 
comments, the judges found it most difficult to decide between skill or 
communication end imagination. Since skill was not a concern of the 
experiment it appears that some of the judgments were based on en 
irrelevant assumption. 
l' 
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There was a tendency tc vote design and organization higher then 
spontaneous changes or reliance on feeling. Little attempt was made to 
teach the former elements in the short time span of the study. The 
emphasis was placed on the letter qualities. Under these circumstances 
it could have been e hindrance for the judges not to know which teet 
came first. For example, the author would consider the use of water 
colors to display emotion on the post-test in contrset to an accurate 
geometric form in crayon on the pre-test as a clear indication of 
imagination e"imulation no matter how messy the application of the 
paint had been. The individual had a new idea. It is this idea, this 
innovation that is to be evaluated; not his feeble attempts toward 
artistic perfection. 
If the criteria were more carefully selected and some discarded, 
the judges may have been able to understand more fully the character-
istics of en imaginative product. Furthermore, another cause of the 
rather low estimates of the judges could have been the inclusion of the 
•same• category. This created twice as many possibilities for incorrect 
responses than for en index of imagination stimulation. There is a 
chance that if the judges had to mark only on the grounds of a "yea• or 
•no• reply they may have been more inclined to vo"e in favor of stimula-
tion. 
Conclusion No. 1. The pre-and post-test method used in this study 
is an inadequate register of imagination aoimulation. A better assess-
ment might have been made if all the art products included in the 
lessons were evaluated and a judgment made on a particular individual's 
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progreee according to the imagi~ative criteria. This conclusion can 
be further substantiated first by the author's contention that the 
in-between art activities usually were equally as imaginative end 
often more imaginative than the poet-teats. Secondly, comments made 
by the participants after the lessons demonstrate a tendency towards 
freedom of inhibitions. 
The highest score in the study wee found in the secondary group 
which met twice a week over a nine month period. Other imaginative 
activities composed this group's art curriculum. Several inferences 
csn be made from this result. 
Conclusion No. 2. One month may be too short a time to detect 
and/or stimulate imagination. The elementary group wee tied with 
adult Group E with the next highest stimulation. If this ie averaged 
out, the children fered better than the adults. 
Conclusion No. ~. In this study more children experienced 
imagination stimulation than the adults, although the youngest and 
oldest students represent single cases, the judges were reasonably 
unanimous in their opinions. However, the adults did show an in-
crease in an imaginative product over a very short period of time. 
The adults were broken down into five separate groupe in order 
to ascertain the effect of certain variations of the method of teach-
ing on the stimulation of the students. One of the questions raised 
earlier concerns the effect of imagination stimulation five weeks 
after the post-teat. An additional teet was given to groups C and E 
five weeks after the post-test. Group C selected subject material 
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from photographs or slides while Jroup E used their own ideas. At the 
end of this period of time stimulation increased slightly. This would 
appear to agree with the evidence cited in Conclusion No. 2. 
Another question raised earlier concerned the effect on imagina-
tion stimulation by being limited to a specific subject. As a result, one 
of the most significant reactions in the study will be found in the 
following conclusion. 
Conclusion No. 4. Ideas taken from personal experience tend to be 
more imaginative in art work than ideas adopted from photographs or 
elides. other insights have been revealed concerning subject matter on 
the two tests. Groups that had no subject limit on either teat scored 
the highest. One of the most unexpected results occurred in the groups 
having a subject in the pre-test end no subject in the post-test. These 
groups scored the lowest in the study; even lower than the groupe 
limited to a suoject on both tests. 
Conclusion No. 5. The limi tstion to a specific subject 1n ___ ei~ll!:E 
the pre~end/or post-tests of this study did not produce significant in-
formation upon which one could reliably estimate whether stimulation had 
resulted. Art tests of this nature without subject control would seem 
to be justifiably preferable. This supportive evidence appears to sub-
stantiate Conclusion No. 1. 
The group isolated because of their higher education and other 
reasons previously ~entioned, performed according to the author's high 
expectations. But this is not supported by ell the judges' votes. 
Statements by the members of Group G which are intended to emphasize 
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the writer's view, can be found in the appendix. The reader can then 
draw his own conclusions. 
Conclusion No, 6. Imagination can be etimulated by mesne of a 
specifically oriented sequence of activities in both children and 
adults. In view of the diversity of opinions and the relatively low 
averages of the groups, the writer is quite satisfied with the 
progress of the groups, especially those in the one month category. 
In that short time, and with adults, to show any release of 
inhibitions and spontaneity is extremely encouraging; therefore the 
hypotheeis of this study can be considered as resolved. 
II. IMPLICA1'ICNS FOR PRACTICE 
Implications for art education. Studies of this type in art 
education could produce en amazing increase of truly imaginative end 
creative people in ell walks of life. Earlier it wee shown by art 
educators that there is a need end a possibility for developing 
imagination. The utilization of the information contained herein 
is a step towards the verification of what now amounts to promises. 
The activities and methods that have been discussed ere not 
intended as a plan for the curious to follow. It is offered to the 
art teacher as s possible area for exploration and adaptation. The 
author is not aware of any comparable study or collection of in-
formation on imagination, Such a collection of ideas on a subject 
rarely investigated offers those in the educational field unique 
opportunities for fundamental understandings and reference material 
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for supplementary studies. 
CHAPTER V 
Su~ary. The study describes the effects of a eequence of 
art activities on children and adults with respect to their 
stimulation of imagination. The teaching of creativity may then 
become s reality through the stiMUlation of imagination. The 
study was based on the assumptions that creativity not only is a 
major objective of art education but it is also vital to progress, 
that there are integrating factors in the creative process, and 
there is a particular need for the application of theory to class-
room use. While teaching a wide variety of individuals, the 
author noted that in nearly all of one hundred different groups 
it was possible to stimulate the imogination if lessons were 
designed for that purpose. Subsequently, a sequence of activities 
designed to stimulate imagination was developed. 
A brief review of literature leading to definitions of 
creativity, image, perception, and imagination revealed incon-
sistencies in the existing meaning end uees of the words 
creativity end imagination. In the process of creating, imagina-
tion must be activated. Imagination is then exhibited in the 
crested product. Central to a constructive creativity is a 
delicate balance of freedom and control. 
Creativity is the conscious set of organizing one's in-
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novations characterized by an uninhibited production of idees or 
images, the selection end refinement of these thoughts resulting in 
the spontaneous emergence of an idea or a visual form that did not 
pre-exist in the mind of the initiator, Perception is a process of 
awareness of objects, qualities or events, commencing when the sense 
organs are stimulated. The brain receives these sensory impressions 
and interprets and identifies them. This recognition depends on 
experience, memory association and discrimination and is influenced 
by prejudice or belief, set or expectation, and the physical or 
physiological nature of the body. An image is not necessary to per-
ceive, An image is a reborn sensation derived from a mental process 
which represents pest sensory experience, A mental picture thus 
appears spontaneously with a realistic likeness of the object which 
is absent, 
Imagination is characterized by the unconscious uninhibited 
formation of ideas or images taken from past experience by means of 
memory, association, and perception, and the manipulation of "heee 
images or idees, with the invention of or filling in of any missing 
parts spontaneously emerging as a personal constructive innovation 
or creation. The basic difference between creativity and imeginscion 
is that the former is a conscious act and the latter an unconscious 
act. 
Essentially, imagination takes place either when a perception 
is altered or when one invents the missing parts of en image. 
In art education various writers proclaim a need for training 
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the i~agination. The possibility of doing so is also indicated. 
In the review of literature concepts of i~agination were 
exa~ined fro~ the fields of art education, psychology, literature, 
and entertaiMent. There wu also an analysis of studies in the 
develo~ent of i~eginetion. 
In art education the usual concept of i~eginetion is that 
it is the ability to create by using i~ages in original co~bine­
tions. Herbert Reed adds that this process takes place in the 
unconscious. 
Most of the concepts of i~agination stem fro~ psychology. 
There ere two general categories of ~agination, the controllable 
and the uncontrollable. In the for~er classification are memory and 
visual images and in the latter, hallucinations, delusions, delirium, 
night~ares, dreams, hypochondria, day drea~s, and worry. Imagination 
needs reasoning and limite for worthwhile creativity. There are 
forma of i~agination that are non-creative. These require reproduc-
tion and construction according to directions while utilizing the 
ability to select and re-arrange i~ages. 
In the past, poetry had been thought of as one of the rare 
opportunities to exercise one's i~agination by the production of 
i~ages. Some writers felt that imagination was illogical and 
nonsensical. However, the concept as it is known today is ~irrored 
in the Bighteenth-century writings of Ooleridge and Gerard. 
An entertainer in his radio and TV interviews with children 
reveals a sensitive insight into the i~aginative process. 
:: 
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Aristotle's laws of associationism concerning similarity and 
contrast are among the earliest references to imagination. The 
mathematician Poincare wrote about solving problems by insight. For a 
long time superstition was used in place of imeginacion and it took 
scientific inquiry to explode these fallacies. 
Psychological tests, such as the word association test, Thematic 
Apperception Test end Rorschach Test have influenced imagination 
development in art education. 
Oaae studies end reports of imaginings were described next. 
Some of these reports were from people who taught themselves to 
imagine while others reveal the destructive qualities of deviant 
imagination and lend support to the theory that imagination can be 
stimulated by a method of teaching aimed at association and the in-
novation of idees. 
Oherscteristics of en imaginative product would be spontaneous 
changes, redefinition of forme, a reliance on feeling, spontaneity, 
freedom of movement, texture, variety of strokes, dynamic handling, 
functional use of white paper, a varied use of details, aasymmetry, 
imbalance, and complexity. Imagination is easily stimulated in 
children and more difficult in adults, but it can be stimulated in both 
if both the activities and the method of teaching are oriented to ful-
fill the specifications of the imaginative process. 
While little has been done in art education to stimulate the 
imagination there ere a few reports of lessons used by teachers 1.0 
stimulate imagination. These activities ere designed to arouse per-
caption, memory, originality, and images, the basic characteristics 
of imagine tion. 
8;> 
To see whether imagination could be stimulated an experiment 
was performed on small groups of children and adults. They were given 
a pre-test, seven art activities end a post-test. In some cases en 
eddi tionel test was given five weelcs after the post-test. The tests 
consisted of artwork end were presented to three artists and art 
educators to determine if imagination had been stimulated. The order 
of the activities designed specifically to stimulate the imagination 
were1 (l) mind picturing, (2) mood music, (~) emotional release, (4) 
sensory perception, (5) composition, (6) scrunched paper, and (7) 
string prints. The art tests were not reliable indices of stimulation 
and the judges did not fully understand the characteristics of an 
imaginative product. The study was limited in that too wide a range 
of abilities was covered over approximately one month. 
The judges found that approximately 52 percent of the post-
tests were more imaginative then the pre-tests. The author found that 
89 percent had a more imaginative post-test. Since the author has seen 
the in-between work of the participants and has heard their comments 
on the lessons, he feels that considerably more stimulation occurred 
than the judges indicated. 
Other conclusions drawn from the findings are: (1) that the 
art teste were inadequate registers of imagination stimulation, (2) 
one month may be too short a time to stimulate imagination, (~) more 
children's imagination was stimulated than adult, (4) self-motivation 
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produces more imaginative results than a structured subject, and, 
finally, that imagination can be stimulated by means ~f a specifically 
oriented sequence of activities in both children and adults, 
Recommendations for further study. It is the recommendation of 
the author that this study be further refined and elaborated, explored 
and adapted, by art educators for the purpose of implementing an 
accurate system for fulfilling the objectives of art education, 
One group ought to be studied at a time over a longer period of 
time and with more activities designed for imagination stimulation. 
The groups to be studied ought to be rather large with the establish-
ment of a control group that omits the objective of imagination from 
ita course of study and method of approach. Then a more realistic 
comparison could be made between the two groups. 
Aside from refining and elaborating this study other sugges-
tiona, some beyond the scope of art education, offer possibilities for 
inquiry. 
l. A study into the use of images by creative people. Are 
i111agee necessary for creative thought? Or can one be 
creative or imaginative without having to produce i111agea? 
2. A study to deter111ine the relation of memory development or 
the increased accuracy of memory to the increased vividness 
of images. 
;. Analysis and validation of the seven lessons for imagination 
development to decide whether they are as valid as one 
would like the111 to be and to make changes wherever necessary. 
4. Exploration of other methods of evaluating an imaginative 
product. 
5. The testing of the archetype theory of the recurrence of 
mandalas by using persona born blind as a control group. 
6. Further inquiry on the psychiatric level by responsible 
people into the relation of the mandala to psychic 
equilibriu111. 
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CAoE HISTORIES AND COJ.r,,ENl'S 
Brief case histories and comments by ell the members of Group G 
will be cited below, Initials will be used in place of names. 
l. Name - J .H. 
2. Occupation - Graduate Student 
;;. Age - 2.? 
4. Degrees - A.B. 
5. Candidate for whet degree'. -M.F.A. in directin,; 
6, NUmber of art courses in high school - none 
7, Number of art courses in college'; - none 
8, Number of art courses in adult education? - none 
9. Home state - Massachusetts 
Any comments about the lessons ? 
Before the lessons began, I thought that I had a certain amount of 
inherent creativity, As far as painting was concerned, I was inhibit-
ed by two factors: (l) the paint end brush were foreign enough to me so 
that I wee constantly afraid of the result of my efforts (too 'end-
product' orientated) and (2) I wee unable to digest non-visual stimuli 
end translate them into a visual media; hence, I seldom had a 'start-
ing point'. The lessons helped me to express myself creatively in 
paint in that (1) they disciplined me to pick up the brush and start 
painting and gave me confidence in the media and (2) they showed me 
the infinite possibilities for ~end !l personal emotional and other 
non-visual stimuli in paint, I would now like to continue the lessons 
until I could discipline myself in finding specific stimuli to trans-
late into my new visual world, 
If I were to list the lessons in the order of their usefulness to the 
release of my inhibitions I would do it thusly: (l) loss (emotional 
release), (2) mind picturing, (.?) mood music, (4) sense perception, (5) string prints, and (6) scrunch paper, 
1. loss, My painting of lose wee the most intensely personal thing I 
have ever done in any art form. I think the reason I was able to 
do this was that Mr. Sandberg at this point had gained my complete 
confidence in him, the lessons, and in myself, Another important 
point was that we had complete freedom of choice of materials end 
were encouraged to take our time in thinking about a subject; hence, 
there were no exterior physical or psychological inhibiting forces. 
2, mind picturing. In this lesson we were psychologically free with 
one exception. Ws were told to paint what we saw behind our eyelids 
and hence had an escape clause, "I can't help it if it's not 
'i 
:) 
artistically perfect, it's only what I saw and I was faithful to 
that." This lack of responaibility wee a greatly freeing factor. 
I was inhibited by the statement that we would all do paintings 
that would have basic similarities to all other mind picturing 
paintings. 
). mood music. Again in the mood music paintings we were given the 
feeling that we were not responsible for what we did--that what we 
did would or should be completely motivated by the music; hence, 
imperfections would be the music's fault; more than this, we were 
given the feeling that 'good' paintings weren't expected. Given 
this freedom, I was able to do very bed paintings but paintings 
which freed me with the media. I do think that I could have done 
better if we were not told to make our brushes move to the rhythm 
of the music. 
4. sense perception. I wee very inhibited in this lesson because I was 
told to a still life; in general I hate still lifes. The reason I 
felt that I was able to get rid of any inhibitions was that I 
rebelled against the idee of the still life and was ably to a corny 
but different one. 
5. ~ring prints. I was inhibited in this lesson by the feeling that 
whatever I did would be basically similar to that done by everyone 
else; especially since we were limited to one kind of paper and one 
color of paint. In this, as in the scrunch paper lesson, I felt 
that I was more superficial then in other lessons because, given a 
visual stimulus, I did not have to reprocess the stimulus - I used 
it as given - the painting was not so much a view of me sa it was a 
view of the stimulus. Given e non-visual stimulus, I have to make 
it into something other than it is originally; hence, a large 
element of ~ is in it, 
6. Scrunch paper, I do not feel qualified to comment on the scrunch 
paper lesson because I was in very bed shape that night and performed 
poorly. 
1. Name - A.H. 
2. Age - 2) 
). Occupation - copy editor 
4. Degrees - A.B. 
5. Candidate for what degree - none 
6. Number of art courses in high school - none 
7. NUmber of art courses in college- none 
8. Number of art courses in adult education - none 
9, Home state - Virginia 
Any comments about the lessons ? 
I agree with ell (J.H.'s- see above) non-personal comments, sugges-
tions, and criticisms. In general, the lessons freed me from inhibi-
..... , ..... 
------ ------
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tiona hanging on since grade school and gave me confidence in myself. 
In eddi tion they provided me with subject metter for creative urges -
a satisfaction I had long sought. I became less involved in the 
Jroduct, more absorbed in the process. 
The lesson on sense perception I found least beneficial and enjoy-
able (I was frightened by •composition•, •still life") I didn't like 
string prints either. The others were very stimulating - they produced 
moments of creative "nirvana•. 
1. Name - s.s. 
2. Age - 23 
3. Occupation - occupational therapist, housewife 
4. Degrees - B.S. Ed, 
5. Oendidste for what degree" - none 
6. Number of art courses in high school - 4 years 
7. Number of art courses in colle,;e- about 2 years 
8, Art courses in adult education - none, but (l) attended the Museum of 
Fine Arts Saturday claeeee for about 2 1ears end the Massachusetts 
School of Art on Saturdays about one semester 
9. Home state - Massachusetts 
Any comments about the lessons? 
Much to my surprise, I found my original resistance to beginning the 
experiment disappearing after my first "success •, s scrunched paper 
picture which I felt was reasonably good. I found the still life 
frustrating for two reasons: first, I had trouble remembering all the 
objects. Second, having to "compose" these objects was very restrict-
ing. M1 familiarity with the objects was e hindrance because I thought 
I knew all about them end so didn't study them very carefully. I wee 
helped to feel confidant by the realization, as the group grew, that l 
was not at the bottom artistically. I feel this problem should have 
been circumvented for each of us by setting us up in such e way that 
we could not see each others' pictures until the end of the series. I 
do not enjoy feeling I sm competing with a group. I think our teacher 
succeeded admirably in making us feel confident and relaxed by his oone 
of voice and choice of words. 
Painting to music was the most "freeing• activity and the courage I 
gained from doing this has carried over to other painting efforts. I 
found the spontaneous explanations end discussions exceedinbly soirou-
leting and could not help but note the cathartic effect of many of the 
painting-discussion lessons on several of us. There were a few in-
stances in which directions were not explicit and identical for each 
perQon - scrunched paper, and still-life were two. I think consistency 
end clarity would have been oet"er. I, who fought against beginning, 
begged to be allowed to quit after a few lessons, now look forward to 
the next lessons eagerly, I might even be willing to work with the 
others, having gained a feeling of security in my own efforts. 
l. Name - S • i-l. 
2. Age - 31 
,?. Occupation - housewife 
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4. Degrees - B.A. in sociology and education 
5. Candidate for what degree - none 
6. Nu111ber of art courses in high school - one 
7. Nu111ber of art courses in college - au~~~mer school - one 
B. Nu111oer of art courses in adult education - none 
9. Ho111e state - South Dakota 
Any oo~~~mente about the lessons? 
I found the lessons very challenging and found myself looking forward 
to each evening the group met. I a111 not satisfied to stop here, but I 
would hope that art expression could have a significant pl&ce in our 
fa111ily activities. 
"· Na111e - S.H. 
2. Age - )l 
;;. Degrees -A.B., s.·r. B., 
4. Occupation - Minister 
5. Candidate for what degree - Ph.D. 
o, l'lmloer of art courses in high echool - two 
7, Number of art courses in college- summer echoo!- one 
B. Nullloer of art courses in adult education - none 
9. Home state - South Dakota 
Any CO!II!IIente about tne lessons? 
Thoroughly enjoyable - and very stimulating and confidence building 
end loosening up. 
1. Name - D.D. 
2. Age - 27 
). Occupation - housewife 
4. Degrees - A.B. 
5. Candidate for wnat degree - none 
6. Nullloer of art courses in high school - none 
7, Number of art courses in college- none 
d, Numoer o!' courses (art) in adult education - none 
9, Ho111e state - Idaho 
Any comments aoout tue lessons? 
The lessons have opened up new horizons for fun in the art medium. 
However, I feel very strongly IllY limitation in ability and am glad 
to have them over eo I can retreat into the sanctuary of my home for 
any further creations. 
I realize that we all reach adu!thood with differeno levels of 
achievement for different areas. Often I have lamented tnat many 
people era on the junior high level in religious unaeretanding. I 
a111 at tne grade echooi level in art. This realization makes 111e feel 
tnat adult education is e mueo ana it makes me appreciate all the 
mora this opportunity for expansion in art. 
!, Name - A.D. 
2. Age - not given 
3. Occupation - student 
4. Degrees - B.S.(rsycn.); LL.I:l. (Law); S.T.B.(rheology) 
5. Candidate for what degree - Ph. D. 
6. NUmber of art courses in high school - none 
7. ~ber of art courses ~n co!1ege- none 
tl. Number of art courses in adult education - none 
~. Home state - Idaho 
Any com:oents about the lessons? 
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Highly appreciative! Though I 1 ll never be an art~et, I now feel as I 
have long believed, that art ought not to be reserved for "arti'S'ts 11 
alone! 
l. Name - P.H. 
2. Age - ~5 
3. Occupation -homemaker 
4. Degree - none 
5. Candidate for what degree - none 
6. NUmber o:t' art courses in high schoo! - one 
7. ~ber of art courses in cO!!egs- Moore Institute of Art, lt years 
8. ~ber oi:' art cou,,see in adult educa.~on - none 
9. Home state - Massachusetts 
Any comments about tne lessons? 
Found them very stimuLating. Found myse!f no" working for perfection 
but rather for enjoyment. Am somewhat dubious or tne benefit or "ther-
apy" under person unski!leo in tn~s area (psychiatry) but if gooa can 
come tnrough it ana no" harm, more power to you - • I th~nk the dbnger 
of oecoming a •cockta~l paycmatrist" is pretty strong in most o:t' us. 
As a who!e founa lt very enjoyable end enlighten~ng. 
!o Narue - D.I. 
2. Age - ;;u 
~. Occupation - housewife 
4. Degrees - a.~· .A. in pa~nting (fine arts) 
5. Candidate tor Wi,at. aegree - none 
c. ~ber of art courses in nigh school - twice a weeK in JUnlor hi~h, 
once a day in high school 
(. ~oer or art courses ~n college- al! 
8. Number or art courses in aau!c eaucation -none 
9. Home state - New Brunsw~ck, Oanaaa (but educated in Pennsy!vsn~a ana 
Massacnusetts 1 
Any comments about the lessous 1 
As a so-ceueu prot·essionsl artist, I found tnese 1esa""" .,n eye 
opener. I had not persona!.l.y experieucea an at,ltuae of thougn"t 
ttlac these top~cs '""' tecnniques required. Althougll one ~a trained 
as a designer to express mooa, e"tc., ~" ~s easier to paint as an 
iud.~v1a.""'~~ "'uQ &a fia.;. 1.t o!- a group SO!llething one sees or an t:~.osr..rac-
Y7 
tion or :i:c. Inner expression is mainly " 1:.neor•ec~ca" prect.~ce -
an exercise. But now, ohe painting of t.he Scream oy Munch meens 
somet.n1ng ver·y persoual 1.0 me as an individual "' as I know !!.£!. 
that an expression or personal feelin5 wn1cn 1e both felt. (pernaps 
violent.ly) and t.nougnt about, is just as Vt1!1a as e creat.1vc1y 
unimaginative view. 
DuriLJg tn1e per1oa. of tour weeK.& t..uere has oec(J a ouaai.n6 or 
t.nou.;;ht aoout. individuallst.ic and t.her·apeutic eJ<.perunce ex-
pree;;ed in p1ctor1al form. One picture ides. ~L~as'' tnat. we 
were to d~ , was most disturbing to the emotions and continued 
to be, but after a time a sense of release came, end remained. 
The most imaginative producing lesson seems still to oe the 
scrunch paper method. - this took us out of subjective thought 
into the realm of pure imagination ••• one was only able to con-
trol the medium to a certain extent and then lines and colour 
suggested all sorts of subjects upon which we had not yet touched. 
I feel e great yearning to several to see what's going to happen ••• 
like a child in expectation of a virthday party. 
l' 
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FIGURE 1 
PRE-TEST, GROUP B 
FlGURE 2 
POST-TEST, GROUP B 
A~ excellent example of t he redefinition of form compared to 
FIGURE 1. 
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FIGURE ; 
POS~-TEST , GROUP G 
FIGURE 4 
POST-TEST, GROUP G • 
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F I GURE 5 
MIND PICTURING, GROUP B 
A perfect mandala 
FIGURE 6 
MI~n PICTURING, GROUP B 
Note the remarkable quaternary divisio ns: there are forty yellow 
spots, twenty yellow circles, and twenty green lines radiating 
·I 
I 
from the _m_a_ndala.~~-=~~~~~~==~======~:=~===============9F========== 
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FIGURE 7 
MOOD NUS IC, GROUP B 
11 SWEDISH RHAPSODY" 
FIGURE 8 
MOOD MUSIC, GROUP G 
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FIGURE 9 
EMOTIONAL RELEASE, GROUP G 
n LOSS OF TEMPER 11 
FIGUrtE lO 
EMOTIOi.'J.AL RELEASE, GROUP B 
"THE DAY MY UNCLE DIED 11 
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FIGURE 11 
COMPOS ITION, GROUP G I 
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FIGU?£ 12 
CQriiPOSITION, GROUP B 
• 
FIGURE 1; 
SCRUNCHED PAPER, GROUP B 
11 THE JUNGLE" 
FIGURE 14 
STRING PRDJT, GROUP B 
11 THE TIGHTROPE WALKER 11 
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FIGURE 15 
STRING PRINT, GROUP G 
Thie. is marriage. The red shaft is striving upward and onward 
through the green of possibility ( the red shaft is I ). The blue 
line is my wife buzzing around me like a fly and containing my ef-
forts like barb wire. 
The up per half is my wife's image of marriage. In the first place, 
she's got everything backwards. The blue shows that she only saw 
the form of my effort but never the essence. The red line is a 
pretty ribbon with bows and everything is rosy. 
Perhaps this was said i n jest, perhaps not; but it is undeniably 
imaginative. 
. . 
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